2016 CQWW DX CW Contest
QRM
DX QRM
OPERATING ON AND OFF, SMALL EFFORT, POOR CONDX
BUT GOOD FUN...2EØSDV. My First major CW contest.
Thoroughly enjoyed it...2WØWOD. K3 + EXPERT 1K-FA +
BAZOOKA...3ZØX. TNX all best 73 cu Used IC-745 100W and
GP antennas 160-80m 40m and 20-10m GP Very sorry not have
cat on my radio. Very old radio IC-745...4K6FO. QRV only
14hrs...4L2M. Another great CQWW DX CW contest despite the
very high QRN...4M5EN. Finally, the WRTC 2018 qualifications
are over. Although 10 was almost dead, 15 also marginal, I had
fun with some short but nice runs. TU Ranko for offering his
super 4O3A station. Ivo I7/9A3A, E73A...4O3A. QRP rig, only
CW, 10m-2W,15m-3W, 20m/40m-5W, 80m-2W, DELTA LOOP
84m/3m up Keyer K16(K1EL), Begali Simplex Basic IAMBIC
paddle, 600m/asl...4O4SM. BigIR vertical and wire from balcony
to ground for 160m Pwr abt 600-700W...4O7CC. First
time...4Z5OZ. Tough to hold your own in pile-ups for intercontinental multipliers!...4Z8SM. K3 power 50W Used only one rig
Dipole QTH: Saitama-city Saitama-pref...7K1CPT. I enjoyed the
contest...7K1MAG. Checklog...7K1PTT. I enjoyed the contest...7K1SLY. I enjoyed the contest...7K1VKU. Getting worse
year by year...7K4QOK. Thank you very much for very nice contest...7L3SQL. I joined this contest for the first time. IC-7000M,
50W, 12mH Mobile Whip...7L4FCN. I enjoyed the contest...
7M4AOE. Log For Checking...7N2AIA. Condx for EU was
good...7N2TRM. I enjoyed the contest...7N4GIB. I enjoyed the
contest...7N4QCQ. This is my 30th CQWW-CW Contest!...
9A1AA. Spent Saturday on building the vertical...9A4QV. FIRST
LICENCE 17-06-2014...9A6TT. I declare that I was working in
accordance of Contest rules and HAM-spirit!...9A7Ø4DC. Yaesu
FT-107M and Alpha Delta DX-EE on 3.5MHz...9A7DD. Tnxs for
nice contest. Qsl via SV2AEL 73s...9H1AE. My Rig Yaesu FT1000MP and VL-1000 Quadra Linear @ 400W Antennas @ 27m
(HF) 2-el Lightning Bolt Quad (LF) Butternut HF2V 15m was my
most productive band. Openings on 10m but low activity. The
20m driven element on my Quad went open circuit overnight on
Saturday/Sunday which had a big impact on my final score! Many
thanks to the organisers. 73 to all from Borneo...9M6XRO. Solid
long-term backing by H. E. Sultan Qaboos A41AA and his top
management team of ROARS including Abdi A41JT and Abdalla
A41KB with their organization team members made this fantastic club station at A47RS a reality. Kudos and hats off to the
terrific work done by ROARS Technical and Contest Manager
Adnan A41LP and his dedicated technical team in just the past
1 month to get this station in shape for this first tremendous outing in the contest world. Special mention must be made of the
team members including A41PK Fahad, A41PG Ameen, A41OP
Sami, A41KT Hamed, and A41KQ Ali. This station with the contest call A44A is going to create many a “Storm in the Desert”
in the contesting world in future. This is just the beginning folks!
Solid performances were contributed by all members of the operating team racking up a great score with team guidance & contest strategy by Prasad A45VA (VU2PTT) and terrific operating
by veteran Mohib A41JZ, San A45WH (VU2WH), Pai A45VI
(VU2PAI), and “Mult Specialist” Paul A45VB (G7SLP) who kept
jumping between the 2 mult stations. Special mention must be
made of the support team who would just sit with us right through
the contest - some full time - some coming and going every now
and then throughout the contest while keeping us well fed and
really taken care of. Thank you guys, you know who you are :)

Station- 4 operating positions, 2 Run and 2 Mult stations A47RS
Club Station Equipment- 4 x Kenwood TS-990, 4 x Acom 2000,
or SPE-2k Amp 4 x MicroHam Microkeyer II 4 x MicroHam
Station Master Plus 8 Ant x 4 Radios Switching matrix from
MicroHam 4O3A High Power filters for all bands + stubs
Hardware interlocks by Prasad A45VA (VU2PTT) Tx Antennas160m - Top-loaded T on Spiderbeam 26m pole by San A45WH
80m - 2-el phased verticals by Paul G7SLP on Spiderbeam 18m
poles 40m, 20m - 2-el 40m, 4-el 20m @ 20 metres up 20, 15,
10m - 3-el 20m, 4-el 15m, 5-el 10m @ 20 metres up Rx Antenna160m and 80m - Remote tuned N6RK loop presented by Prasad
A45VA (VU2PTT) on behalf of the VU Contest Group A44A
expects to be make a lot of noise and QSOs in future contests.
Look out for them on 160m during this season in different contests. Thanks to all who stations who called in and made this
first operation of A44A a grand success. Pileups were huge and
if we did not hear some of you, we hope we make the QSO next
time. 73 and see you all down the contest logs. For Team A44A,
Prasad A45VA (VU2PTT). NOTE: For contest organizer, 3 out
of 5 total operators were from VU Contest Group. Home calls
are added to operator list to be able to easily search for our
records in the future...A44A. Very enjoyable with some good
and surprising openings...A45WG. DATE OF ISSUE FOR MY
HAM RADIO LICENSE IS 10-MAR-2015 (ROOKIE)...A61EK.
The condx was better than Phone contest. But we have operated MULTI-OP/SINGLE-TX by only two men. That was the minimum number of operators in our experience...AH2R. Neighbor
grow light ballast RFI/magnetic storm this year...AL7LO. 201406-13...BD7IAL. 2016-09-13...BD7LNI. 2015-05-17... BG6SZD.
2016-06-27 B class Licence...BH1RWJ. 2016/01/27...
BH6KOK. 2014-7-1...BI4SHV. Feb 2016...BI4SWR. Much better conditions than for the SSB contest. I had some fun!...C44C.
Thanks to 5B4XF for hosting me! Great contest!...C4W. Once
again, I felt very happy, Thanks to the CE3AA...CE3AA. A lot of
fun despite tough conditions and technical glitches. Thanks to
EA8 teams for competition. TNX to Yuri RL3FT and Serge
RU3RQ for technical support More info at www.cn2aa.com (to
be updated)...CN2AA. Working only Sunday and only few hours
but a lot of fun 73s...CN8WW. QTH was the island of Corvo,
CU9, Azores. I used vertical dipole,K3 and PA...CR2V. A huge
satisfaction to participate in this world competition...CR5K.
Licenced 09 January 2014 as CR7AJL...CR5U. ON 2016-12-20
16h11 rcvd email fm CQWW.COM asking for a log. XCVR KX3, PWR 5W. Ant endfed hanging vertical on fibre fishing rod. Ant
was hanging in front of apt building - looking to the
west...CT7AGR. RIG Icom IC-7300 ANT Dipole PWR 100W...
CT7AIX. Lousy propagation...CU9AB. Perfect training for two
young operators to meet the best in the best contest...CX1AA.
IC-718, ANT DIPOLE 3.5Mhz...D1M. From DL1KSE: There
were problems with the amplifier, it was not really possible to
use more than 100W of transmitting power. And some problems
transmitting on 40m occured, although initially there were no
problems. Band conditions were relatively poor this time, no
opening on 10m. The setup at DBØRC improved. Again very
nice hospitality by the clubstation owners. From DL8RDS:
Operating from DBØRC, club station on a mountain in northern
Bavaria. Diesel generator failed, so we used a normal gas generator with 2kw, eating up 25 liters of fuel, however only in periods because of ignition spark QRM. For the heating we burned
100kg of wood, giving us t-shirt temperature inside the station

house...DBØRC. Nice activity. Enjoyed SO2R. 24h is enough
for a single op...DC4A. Nice contest, TNX and see u next year.
Vy 73 de Manfred...DC9ZP. Kenwood TS990s JRL2000F,
G5RV, Spiderbeam, Winkey2, N1MM+...DD4DA. Only limited
time due to family obligations. RIG: K3 100W, HD-4 OCF-Dipole
@ 10m, UCX-Log...DF3IR. Hi! Of course bad conditions!
Running 100W to wire-antennas. Thank you to all stations who
logged me...DF5BM. My first single band 80m attempt using
K3/100, Dipole and home made L-Antenna. I expected a bit more
DX using 100W instead of QRP, hi...DF5RF. Sorry, some frequencies of Station 1 may not be correct. Bands are of
course...DG5E. Poor condx for wire antennas - just 80 and 40
well during morning...DH6DAO. ICOM IC-7800, ACOM2000A,
750W, Optibeam OB17-4, 80m + 160m Inv V Dipols...DJ1AA.
Thanks for this nice contest. It was fun to work so much
DX...DJ3AK. QRP 5W from FT817 via tuner Z11 to antennas
80m, 40m off-center-fed dipole FD3, 21m long, 8m high 20m,
15m 2-el Mini-Yagi MFB23, 11m high...DJ3GE. KX3, 10W,
Dipol...DJ3XA. Priority for 40m band points. Worked K3LR again
as in every contest...DJ4WT. Nice contest only the ops are even
worse then in SSB part were they go up a little if one ask them
nice in CW they do not understand a simple question. New multi
on the band and nowbody lsn only calling Hw about Ham spirit? Like dogs running after a fox “oh lord please let me be the
first!” Thanks this beep contest is over :-) Cu Next year...DJ5AN.
QRV just for fun pick up multipliers conditions alwasy diffcult in
central germany 73...DJ6OI. Very poor Condition during the
whole test in North Germany!...DJ6TK. FTDX-3000, 3-el beam
Dipol 100W...DJ6UP. SORRY FOR BEING LATE. TNX FOR
YOUR REMINDER. HAPPY NEW YEAR!...DJ6XB. Only S&P
SD Log BAVARIA CONTEST CLUB...DJ6ZM. Crazy crazy
crazy...DJ7MH. Poor condition!...DJ9CN. TNX! It was great fun
:)...DKØTU. Enjoyed my very first CW Contest since 50 years
:-)...DK1IP. RIG: IC-756 5W out Magloop indoor...DK1IZ.
Interesting conds, 40 and 80 full open, low bands coming back,
soon we’ll have also 160...DK1NO. 10m nil, only few QSOs with
W stations — low score 73 Hans...DK3YD. Great contest due
to method of scoring...DK4LX. Kenwood TS-870 CPA Eagle verical Dipol FD4 LW micro Keyer II...DK4VY. It was NOT easy this
year. Nevertheless, it was fun anyway...DK5D. Checklog...
DK5JM. Lousy propagation for getting through with QRP...
DK7OG. Yes, condx go down. In spite of much more QSOs than
expected, I finished with 100 multis less than 2015, and more
than 200 less than 2013. On 10m just a few QSOs on Saturday,
none on Sunday. Thanks to all who picked up my mediocre signal!...DK8NT. Part time :)...DK8ZZ. Many thanks for everybody
who spent time to hear me...DL/HA5VJ. Super contest. I have
only little time to work :(...DL/SP2UUU. K3/100 80/40 Dipol 2010Hexbeam...DLØDIX. TRX: FT-950 ANT: L, 27m up...DLØMCM. Condx going rapidly down - 10m was virtually non exisitent...DL1A. TRX: Agronaut 2 from TEN-TEC 5W Dipol 160/
80m, Loop 30m, 20m, 15m 3-el Yagi 10m Portabel QTH:
Ostseebad Boltenhagen 10m band not open in contest...
DL1AQU. 50W and LW 54m...DL1CC. Checklog please...
DL1KWK. FT2000 + Acom1000, 2*18m-Dipol...DL1NEO.
Checklog...DL1NOD. Some QSOs only...DL1SBF. This year
100W and only a long-wire, so we have 160m as well...DL1YCF.
TRX: TS-2000 PWR: 100W ANT: FB-53, FD4, GP...DL2BUM.
Great contest! 73s de...DL2LDE. I decided to stick with one of
the less busy bands, and that with a simple wire antenna, so I’m
sure this is one of the shortest logs you’ll have to evaluate. Well,
at least my old straight key was up to the job, and I did not need
to type in so many QSOs, which in these days of short deadlines is something of a blessing...DL2LFH. SORRY FOR LATE
LOG!...DL2RU. Best thrill was working KC1XX at 1222 and
ja3ybk at 1238 local!...DL2SAX. TS 850 S - 2x 19, 5m -

Doppelzepp - HÃ_hnerleitung...DL2ZA. Hard job with only 5W
on a 2x8.5m vertical Dipol...DL3NGN. No serious participation,
just to see how the antenna works...DL3RAH. Again it was fun
to be part of the contest and to meet old friends on the
air!...DL4AAE. Trcvr FT 817, Indoor Ant, 5W...DL4EPM. Earlier
HB9CSA and then DL4FDM :-)...DL4FDM. IC-7410, 100W,
deltaloop...DL4FN. Not too much time, only a shorty G5RV, but
it was a pleasure!...DL4HBF. TNX to Hava, DO5HO, and Stefan,
Dl6LSM, for support...DL4LAM. My trusty K2/100 feeding a custom QW-Vertical in the backyard did great...DL4TJ. TS-50 50W
Antenna...DL4XU. Yaesu FTDX3000 - SteppIR - Vertical 8meter
- long Wire 60m long...DL4ZA. CQWW CW Contest is the best,
thanks for a great weekend. See you again next year...DL5HF.
K3 + KPA500 + Mosley MP33 + AV640 GP + Dipole 40/80m.
Bad Condx on Sunday...DL5JQ. TRX ICOM 756proIII, ANT:
TA53M, FD4 and Inv V...DL5ZB. Sorry I had not so much time
so I worked the SB 80m. Condx on the low bands where vy nice.
Thanks all how give me a call with my low signal. 73 cu
Mel...DL6CT. TS120V ant. LW20M...DL6EDD. My first cqww dx
cw contest!...DL6GCE. TRX: FT-950 ANT: L, 27m up...
DL6KWN. Just doing some practise with miw2 software...
DL6SDA. Poor condx + small antennas = hard work...DL7ALM.
Great contest, thanks to copy my qrp signal...DL8TG. Thanks
all stations for contacts, see you next time...DL8UKW. FT-2000,
Expert 1.3K Fritzel GPA-30, Double Zepp...DL9GTB. Thanks
for the contacts! 73! Klaus...DM3XI. Great contest, many
thanks!...DM5N. I was happy about the dxcc score but condx
were not the best. Only 14 Ws and 4 JA. My antenna was a simple INV L with 4-el radials but QTH is excellent. Cu agn next
year. 73 Olaf...DM7C. 2016...DO2MIT. IC-730, end-fed hw ant,
straight key (exhausting)...DO7CED. The QTH of DP1POL is
Neumayer Station, Antarctica, Grid Locator IB59UH. Conditions
were rather poor this year, 20m and 40m were the only bands
that opened up at all. I spent a lot of time calling not to miss those
elusive band openings. Nevertheless, I always enjoy giving out
the CE9 multiplier. I got very few requests to repeat the zone
this year, so my callsign seems to have made it into most of the
multiplier lists available. Now I just cannot wait for all those
sunspots to come back!...DP1POL. Some unexpected family
commitments - cu next year...DR3W. 73...DU7HF. I was operating only 160m this contest. Sadly lightning shut me down both
nights and I managed only 11 contacts before having to disconnect the antennas due to local thunderstorm activity — next
time...E51AND. Checklog...E74SL. FT817 and multiband
dipole...EA1AER. Operation at EA1FDI location, great station
and antenas. Thanks Javi...EA1DAV. Great contest, bad propagation for me in 10m...EA1GT. FT817 + indoor multiband
antenna...EA1ITC. ICOM 706 MKIIG dipolo DX-B Alpha Delta
o hy gain avq 14...EA2DDE. SINGLE-OP SINGLE BAND
ASSISTED 15M LOW POWER CW...EA2DT. Bands behaved
as expected for this time of the solar cycle. 10m F2/Es propagation was almost absent. High band rx antenna didn’t work well,
need to fix that for the next one. Exciting and sportive EU dogfight with ES9C and 9A7A on cqcontest.net online scores.
Thanks guys for the show...EA2EA. Thanks to all Operators.
Coax trap dipole in window. See you in 2017...EA2GM. A DX
party!...EA3BRL. I miss 10m propagation, only a few qsos, but
fantastic all always. Thanks! 73...EA3FZT. Sorry by delaying.
My PC gone QRT...EA3QC. See you next year! RIG - Icom IC706MKII PWR - 80W ANT1 - 10/15/20 m - ECO AVT vertical
ANT2 - 40/80 m - homemade dual band wire dipole...EA4DXP.
Best 73 de David...EA4SG. Tnx for contacts in my first CQWW
CW 73s...EA5FIV. 100W, Inv V for 7 Mhz tunable all bands.
Enjoyed the test. 73s all...EA5IIK. Moved station to a new QTH
and just started building antennas the day before the contest...EA5RS. Elecraft K1, Inverted V (APEX 4m AGL)...

EA6/E71DX. SCORE 15,326...EA6AJ. As usual problems. That
time with the amplifier. They QRMed 59+ on 80 & 160m.
Fortunately was discovered before the contest. I disconnected
and LP mode again. It’s a real chalenge LP on LF. The only key
for that it’s: Patience, Patience and clear freq to be hear. No way
with pile-ups. It’s better to return when everyone is tired to call.
Fortunately some new slopers and good conditions let me to
work more than I thought, even Pacific on right window time.
Thanks all 73s Mike...EA6SX. Canary Island Gran Canaria AF004...EA8/DDØVR. TNX all participants, 40/20/15m best few
80/10m most all American continents, Europe hard. FT897D/ZS6BKW...EA8/HB9FIH. YAESU FT-897D DIPOLE WINDOM 80W...EA8AQV. You have to read the rules carefully
before you start. No PC at home and I remembered (wrongly)
that for the CLASSIC the operating time was 25 hours. A pity
since I got two nice multipliers at that time, hi! You have to correct this. At my age (73) it is nice to be able to compete without
feeling the pressure you are used to have when competing...
EA8CN. Rig: Elecraft KX3 5W out, ant Dipole...EA8EW. Station
Description: TX/RX: FT-897D (±100W output); Ant. G5RV Jr +
80-meter loading coils, 5-meter high over a 8-story building;
Logging/Keying: NA software + home-made Accu-Keyer...
EA8NQ. I hope CU in the bands next year 73 de Jesus...EC1KR.
This time the team from ED2C used the special callsign ED2RA
in memoriam of Gonzalo EA2RA who passed away this last year.
Good operator and best friend will be hard to forget. The contest went well on Friday night and Saturday, turning a bit worse
on Sunday with noiser bands and shorter and unstable propagation. Huge RF returns from 40m vert ant fried the relays of 2
PAs making a bit harder the contest operation. Later, 80m dipole
went crazy until the coax was changed. But finally all was solved.
New operators on the team, which target is mainly waking the
interest on contesting more than achieving amazing results. See
you all next year and thanks for Qs and Pts!...ED2RA. Lousy
propagation. 5W into a vertical is hard...EE2A. SD WinKey K3
P3 4-SQ...EI5DI. Good conditions need more time and better
low band ante...EI5KG. ICOM 706MKII 100W IV DIPOL...
ER5DX. Rig Yaesu FT-897D, PWR 5W, ANT 43m long EZ-Wire
key - straight key manufactured for Soviet pioneers Very nice
contest, made now my first QSOs on top band - each QSO is a
new DXCC! :-)...ES5TF. TRX - FT0-840 ant - Delta Loop
168m...EU6AA. Used FT990 100W + 2x41m Zepp...EU6DX.
73...EU8A. 73...EU8F. TNX & 73!...EW1AFM. 100W...EW6FW.
Good contest!...EW7M. Good contest...EW7RA. TNX...
EW8DX. 73!...EW8G. 73! TNX...EW8OM. Thanks all for good
contest!...EW8R. IC-746 pro...EX8BN. QTH: Poitou-Charentes...
F/G4BJM. Too bad 10m was closed this year. Last year’s contest brought me many new ATNOs...F4GFT. RIG:Yeasu FT817
PWR: 5W Ant: LW (80m) - Quad skywire (40m) - portable delta
loop 1-el (20m)...F4GOU. First license obtained in November
2015...F4HPX. Elecraft K2- 5W - ANT: Vert. Gap Titan...F5IQJ.
Always a pleasure to participate 73 Fred...F5NBX. Bad 10m in
Europe...F5NKX. Less qso than last year. Less sunspot and murphy put high swr on 20m. But still a good weekend...F5OWL. IC703, K3/10, 5W spiderbeam, 40+80m lambda/4 vertical, 160m
invVee...F5VBT. Not a serious effort due to leaving hospital the
friday afternoon, enjoyed what i managed to work. Thanks to all
and see you in the next contest...F5VLY. Checklog. No time to
participate this year...F6GCP. Proud to give you: 140 cw-QSO.
Going better with time. Merry Chrismas, HNY2017Daniel/FIN97TK, 73...F6GEU. Station: Yaesu FT-991 / Multiband dipole
antenna / No QSO on 80m and 160m...FH/HB9AMO. Good conditions, except on the first night...FY5KE. Great contest...
GØAZH. Enjoyed the few hours that I did...GØDAY. Very poor
HF condx, managed no QSOs at all on 10m this year...GØHDB.
Poor conditions but enjoyed myself all the same. I will be back

next year to have another go...GØHSA. Great...GØMCV. Good
to be able to take part, even if operator and band conditions were
not as good as they once were!...GØMTN. FTDX5000, 100W,
Hexbeam at 16M high. Really tough going with 100W due to
poor conditions...GØTSM. The usual fun, but very limited time
to operate this year...GØVDZ. COULD ONLY MANAGE A FEW
HOURS THIS YEAR, STILL FUN THOUGH...GØWAT. Great
fun and good CW practise :)...G1SCT. SD worked well...G3GLL.
SD LOGGER WORKED PERFECTLY...G3KKP. 10m-only entry
gave me plenty of free time...G3LDI. Condxs fair, 20m was closing quite early in the evenings for QRP working, bit of a challenge this year with the poorer condxs, quite a few stations sending at nearly unreadable speeds which is not giving the newer
contester a chance. Cu next year 73 Derrick...G3LHJ. Terrible
conditions gave up after first day...G3PJT. Limited operating
time, but very enjoyable...G3Q. Checklog as requested...
G3RAU. Even with the harder conditons enjoyed operating...
G3RTU. Hope these contacts were useful 73 Paul...G3SEM.
Nothing on 10m, S&P here, less horrible signals than last year
I think. 73...G3VYI. Not able to put in time with a QTH
move...G3YBO. Conditions quite poor with very little dx to be
worked on QRP Rig Elecraft K2, 5W. Antennas 75ft longwire,
Hustler 4BTV...G3YMC. I wasn’t planning to put in a log for a
few QSOs. This can be used as a checklog if it is late...G3YRZ.
Excellent though Ws were weak this year. No ZLs here...G3ZGC.
Propagation fascinating. Very variable over time. Path to
Caribbean sometimes very good. Northern US and Canada very
challenging from Europe. Too many ultra-fast CW senders. This
is just antisocial. There should be an upper CW send speed limit,
or unassisted stations are disadvantaged...G4CWH. Conditions
on HF poor but 160 & 80 good. Had to repeat my call for many
stations! Some just ignored the correction...G4DDL. Hard work
with a low inverted-vee dipole, centre at 10Mtr and 90W...
G4EBK. Significant reduction in conditions from last year. Also
suffered a 1 hour power cut!...G4FKA. First ever QRP contest
for me since licensed in 1973. I enjoyed it!...G4HYG. Band very
noisy here on top band. Still a lot of bullies around particularly
when trying to work DX!...G4L. First time for this contest.
10W...G4OZG. FTDX5000 ACOM1000 BUTTERNUT 9CV
VERTICAL 80m DOUBLET...G4RKO. Part time effort this
year...G4U. Rig died before the contest. Used old IC751 & had
to send manually...G4WQI. TS430S and inverted v doublet at
23 Foot centre struggled a bit to work multipliers...G4XHE.
Rough. Not even a half-hearted effort from me. Conditions way
down...G7PVZ. Log for CQWW DX CW contest for checklog as
requested...GDØAMD. Decided to go for a single band entry this
time due to other commitments over the weekend. Not the best
year for QRP, to say the least but “being the DX” sure makes
the contest more fun. Once again, happy to represent Jersey
during CQWW CW. See you next year. RIG: KENWOOD TS 590
Dialled down @ 5W ANT: OPTIBEAM OB11-5 @ 45ft (3-el on
20m)...GJ2A. Submitted for checking following email request 5JAN-17...GMØHUU. One of the best contest. Conditions not brilliant this year...GM3A. 10m non existant 15m Poor...GM3WIJ.
Great Fun! Can’t wait till next year. BILL...GM4M. FT-1000MP
mark v field, Antenna dipole @5m up...GU3HFN. Poor conditions but great fun...GU4CHY. Checklog only...GWØRYT. Just
starting over after a 14-year break. Tried my new Doublet
Antenna and 100W, nice to hear some familiar callsigns. See
you next time with a proper entry...GW4BVJ. This was a “See
what you can do with a dipole at 30ft challenge” It turned out ok.
Main thing is to turn up to the party even without your best outfit...GW4J. Hard from this north latitude...GW5R. 40m conditions
were poor on Saturday but even poorer on Sunday! My score is
half that of 2015 largely due to a lack of workable 3 point USA
and Canada stations. Last year we had plenty! The poor prop-

agation was due to the high A index (in double figures all weekend) Outstanding signals were from the Caribbean. Antennas
here inverted V dipole @ 30ft apex + 33ft quarter wave vertical
with two elevated radials runing n/s at 6 feet agl. Equipment Acom
1010 amp to 400W...GX5TO. For control only...HAØIM. RIG: FT847, ANT: W3DZZ...HA3FMR. RIG: YAESU FT-2000, AMERITRON AL-811 AMP [PWR 400W OUT] ANT, H/M 5B. HF6V
VERTICAL 73/DX, Joco...HA3OU. 1st day - 100W and 4-el Q
2nd day - 100W and 205BA Best regards from me to members
of CONTEST COMMITTEE...HA3UU. Rig: FT2000 + PA Henry
3K Premier Ant: Delta loops(NW-SE) (SW-NE) vertically polarized.+ K9AY Thanks for all QSOs. 73s from Hungary.
Gharlie...HA4XH. IC 756 PRO III. ANT: INV. V...HA5NB. K3 *
100W 3-el yagi GP-s - dipoles...HA6NL. 100 W and a wire is not
enough nowadays! I could not make myself heard...HA6NN.
Elecraft K3 100W Antennas-Force 12 C-4s = 2-el on 28/21/14
MHz and Dipole on 7 MHz Inverted L for 1.8 MHz - Dipole for
3.5 MHz...HB9ARF. Power 5W Antenna LW...HB9AYZ. Rig
Yaesu FT-2000, Ant G5RV, Spiderbeam...HB9BUN. Used Rig
was a Elecraft K2 with a 160m Horizontal Loop Antenna. A lot
of traffic on the band and big fun again in the contest...HB9CEY.
Classic max. 24 h operation...HB9IRF. First CW Contest
EVER...HB9OCR. We went QRT at Sunday noon. 48 hours are
too much...HG5C. RIG: FT817 ANT: 9 BAND TRAP
DIPOLE...HG5O. RIG: Elecraft KX3 And EndFed 80/160m. My
first contest QRP. 10m bad conditions...HI3Y. Great Contest Cu
Next year!...HR2DMR. 80m terrific conditions, band wide open
during the contest with loud signals from all Europe. Hours before
Sunrise and closed by Sunup, the first morning 80m was still
open 3 hours after Sunrise. Perhaps because one arm of my
dipole was resting on top of tall trees in the garden. VSWR was
3 power...HSØZEE. The first day of the propagation was on vacation. The second was better, but the 10m was deserted...I ØYQV.
50W out + ANT wire...I1QQC. RTX FT817 antenna wire calculated tap multiband 39m long 10m high...I2BPP. THANKS FOR
YOUR WORK...I2IOJ. Still no time but I enjoyed my participation with some good DX on low bands. 73, Bob...I2WIJ. My antenna for all bands is the 2m antenna mast plus AH-4 automatic
tuner!...I3LGP. Checklog...I4JEE. TS590s mag loop ant...
I5YKQ. Incredible good conditions on low bands permitted us to
have very big fun and good numbers, also if using just simple
wire antennas. Hundreds of stupid dupes, caused by wrong cluster spots of our call, blindly trusted by many operators, made us
a lot of stress and waste of time...IB9T. Played for few hours and
gotten lot of fine qsos. 73 Phil...IC8POF. Again on my beautifull
island of Pantelleria -Summer weatherwith little wind from se.
Setup ready by tuesday evening thanks to the help of my wife
Mariya now more than prepared to mount antennas in tx and
rx.The contest start with good signals from Europe and US, unfortunately from saturday morning until the qrn and qrm increased
up to more than 9. Unfortunately i could not get over the shame
of 2015 score. I used rtx K3 ,vertical antenna by MomoBeam,
cables Messi & Paoloni (italians products) and QAR program for
computer. Thanks at all OM for the very patiently repeated to me
several time the call given the strong qrn qrm.GB to the next year
2017...IH9R. il mio tempo A stato avaro, peccato...IKØISD.
Unfortunate contest. At the start early Saturday morning the wire
antenna was down. I repaired it, them I had a grandson visit. I
started on 80 where the antenna worked but had to stop for RFI
on the tv the grandson was enjoying. Sunday I was sick. 73
Gio...IK2AIT. Checklog...IK2UCK. First time ever as single operator single band 20m. Great experience...IK2XDE. sono ai primi
passi l’ho fatto per vedere come funziona, e mi sono divertito
penso che ci risentiremo l’anno prossimo, magari faccio piu qso.
73...IK4RVG. 73 Mario... IK5OJB. Only 100W and 5/8 ant for 10
m. But 28 mhz was closed here and so I try to use it until 80m!

See you next contest. Gilberto...IK7LMX. RTX ICOM IC-7700
ANT STEPPIR 6-40 AND DIPOLES/LW Special thanks to Paolo
IK3QAR for his contest software QARTest 6.11.2 73
Jim...IK7NXU. CQWW is always a great contest. Only qrp 21
mhz for few hours...IN3YKS. grazie...IQ2XZ. Checklog
IZ3EAW...IQ3WW. Prop conditions better on 2nd day. Saturday
I was part time. I really enjoyed 40m, dipole up15m and 20m, 3el Yagi UB. Pout 500W, TS-590SG, log Qartest. 73...IR4B. First
time on CQWW. RIG IC745... ISØANT. Just a couple of new
band country for my DXCC...IT9BLB. Bellissimo contest buona
partecipazione di tutti i paesi del mondo...IT9CKA. Good contest...IT9NVA. Wonderful experience, first contest in
cw...IT9UFP. Bands high closed. Antenna for low bands not very
efficient. 15 QSOs/hour...IT9VCE. ROOKIE - licenced 23 september 2014...IU1DEI. LICENCED 31/03/2014...IU4CHE. HI
ICOM IC 765 G5RV DIPOLE 160M 73 de Paolo...IV3BCA.
Thanks!...IV3DLW. FT817 5W G5RVjr...IV3DRP. Tnx!...IWØHBY. It is the first time I participate in this contest in round cw. I
really enjoyed it and will definitely participate in the next editions.
Working conditions RTX YAESU FT-847 100W ANTENNA 16080 LONG WIRE - BALUN 9 40-20-15-10 DIPOLO FULL SIZE
HOMEMADE. 73...IW8FFX. Very strange propagation in 80m,
QRM and QRN very strong, many calls to the noise limit, poor
condition with North America, and signals from Japan, from the
afternoon to the night (utc), even over s9 (4-5 stations especially) especially on Sundays. I never heard Japan with these signals into 80m, but it is always very hard to to be heard with 100w
from the DX station. I’m happy to have made 124 QSOs and
about 6,000 points more than last year. 73 & GL, Lou...IZØAIS.
No time but some qso are mandatory. to next year with more
time...IZØEHL. CHECKLOG...IZ1KGK. Checklog...IZ2CPS. TX
DRAKE T-4XB, RX SOFTROCK ENSEMBLE...IZ2OOS. CQ
ZONE 15 - LOCATOR...IZ2SXZ. Very good contest. Only nine
qso for limited time. See you next year. 73 de Andrea...IZ5GRS.
In the coming years of solar minimum, for me, the 80m will be
the “easier band” to attend and so during my very part-time contest (just on saturday to log some multipliers and some new slots)
I tried to test and compare my homemade antennas (different by
structure and wavelenght) in sight of a good future solution to
use -here- on my bizarre DX location...IZ5MOQ. CNDX was so
so...JAØBJY. I enjoyed the contest...JAØEVI. I enjoyed the contest...JAØGCY. I enjoyed contest...JAØGSG. I enjoyed the contest...JAØIXW. I enjoyed the contest...JAØLNS. I enjoyed the
contest...JAØNFP. I enjoyed the contest...JAØQBY. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1AVI. 100W...JA1AZR. I enjoyed the contest...JA1BFN. Rig: IC-7400 Dipole...JA1BNW. Saturday propagation was poor due to the geo-magnetic storm. Sunday was
better, but high bands (even 15m) was not very productive. We
certainly miss sunspots...JA1BPA. I enjoyed the contest...
JA1CCX. I participated in this contest only at short time. But I
enjoyed...JA1CRJ. I enjoyed the contest...JA1CUF. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1DBG. I enjoyed the contest...JA1DCK. I
enjoyed the contest. FTDX5000 200W...JA1DCO. I enjoyed the
contest...JA1DMW. Enjoyed QSO TNX ALL...JA1DSW. I
enjoyed the contest...JA1EMQ. I enjoyed the contest...JA1EPJ.
Thanks for all...JA1FGB. I enjoyed the contest...JA1GHR. I
enjoyed the contest with IC-7300 & Mobile-Whip. Tnx for pick
me up...JA1GQC. I enjoyed the contest...JA1HFY. MY LOG
SENT B4 HAD MISSTAKE THIS IS CORRECT LOG...JA1HTK.
I enjoyed the contest...JA1IAW. I enjoyed the contest...JA1ILA.
I enjoyed the contest...JA1ISA. I enjoyed the contest...JA1IXY.
I enjoyed the contest...JA1IZZ. I enjoyed the contest...JA1KEV.
Radio: YAESU FT-817ND Antenna: Mobile Whip...JA1KPF. I
enjoyed the contest...JA1KZP. I enjoyed the contest. Output
power measured by the “Comet CMX-200” was 100W...
JA1LJW. I enjoyed the contest...JA1LKY. I was late for send

the log. Because my work was very busy...JA1MSS. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1OHP. TKS TEST...JA1PCM. Condx was so
poor especially 10 and 15m band...JA1PIG. Rig: IC7000M,
QRP-4W, Ant: Long Wire...JA1POS. I enjoyed the contest...
JA1QVR. I enjoyed the contest...JA1RTX. I enjoyed the contest
little time...JA1SKE. I enjoyed the contest...JA1TBX. tx 50W ant
5mh lw...JA1TQE. I enjoyed the contest...JA1UII. I enjoyed the
contest...JA1UOA. I enjoyed the contest...JA1VDJ. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1VVH. CONDX was so so. Enjoy contest...
JA1WTO. Conditions are getting bad but I enjoyed the contest...JA1WWO. I enjoyed the contest...JA1XZF. Hello, We participated in the CQWW CW contest on Saturday only for about
7 hours and spent pleasant time at the omnibus contest club
site. The results of a contest are the appropriate contents suitable for activity. We are thankful to the friends of the ham radio
in the world...JA1YPA. I enjoyed the contest...JA2BQX. I
enjoyed the contest...JA2CPD. I enjoyed the contest...JA2HBK.
I enjoyed the contest. Thank you...JA2HNP. I enjoyed the contest. MNY TNX!...JA2HYD. I enjoyed the contest...JA2HZA.
Aich Preficture 20...JA2JWH. I came back...JA2KCY. ICOM IC7100 100W OUTPUT 12AVQ Triband Vertical Inv Vee...
JA2KKA. RIG: IC-756PRO PWR: 100W ANT: 3-el Tribander for
20, 15, and 10m ANT: RDP for 40m...JA2KVB. What a great
contest!...JA2LWA. I enjoyed the contest... JA2WSJ. GOOD
CONTEST FTdx5000 IV...JA2XLV. I enjoyed the contest...
JA2ZL. SOSV...JA3AVO. I enjoyed the contest...JA3ENN. I
enjoyed the contest...JA3GZE. I enjoyed the contest...JA3HKR.
RIG: IC-706 50W ANT: Vertical...JA3JM. I enjoyed the contest...JA3POW. Great contest, picked up some new CALLs...
JA3QOS. I enjoyed the contest...JA3UVR. I enjoyed the contest...JA3VOV. RIG FDX3000 100W ANT 3-EL TRIBANDER
16mH, SLOPER...JA3VUI. I enjoyed the contest...JA4AVO. I
enjoyed the contest...JA4BEV. I enjoyed the contest...JA4CES.
I enjoyed the contest...JA4CSJ. I enjoyed the contest...
JA4CUU. I enjoyed the contest...JA4DPL. I enjoyed the contest...JA4ENY. I enjoyed the contest...JA4GQD. All logs except
160m are only for Check-log...JA4OPW. I enjoyed the contest...JA4TUJ. I enjoyed the contest CQWW CW...JA4UDN. I
enjoyed the contest...JA5CBU. I enjoyed the contest...JA5FBZ.
I enjoyed the contest. SOSB SOSB... JA5IVG. I enjoyed the contest...JA5OXV. I enjoyed the contest...JA6BCV. I really enjoyed
the contest in a splendid air conditioning...JA6CM. I enjoyed the
contest...JA6ELV. I enjoyed the contest...JA6FCL. I enjoyed the
contest...JA6GPR. SOSV... JA6RIL. I enjoyed the contest...
JA6VQA. I enjoyed the contest...JA7ACM. 40m was very nice.
Tnx to all for the nice contacts...JA7AUM. I enjoyed the contest...JA7BEW. The band condx was not so good. I had no QSO
with NA. But I could enjoy the contest...JA7COI. I enjoyed the
contest...JA7DPC. Propagation was not good...JA7KQC. I
enjoyed the contest... JA7LCL. Checklog...JA7LLL. I enjoyed
the contest...JA7RPC. I enjoyed the contest...JA7UES. I
enjoyed the contest. Sorry late report...JA8CXY. I enjoyed the
contest...JA8DIV. I enjoyed the contest...JA8DJY. I am glad to
be able to participate in a 2016 CW contest this time. Tks for all
stations to recive my poor signal. Also Tks for management of
CQ-WW contest to yours everytime...JA8KSW. Condx was not
so good and very tough. But as always enjoyed! This would be
the last contest from my contest QTH for 43years. Cu all from
somewhere next time! 73s Akira...JA8RWU. I enjoyed the contest...JA9EJG. I enjoyed the contest...JA9FHB. I enjoyed the
contest...JA9HIZ. I enjoyed the contest...JA9IAX. I enjoyed the
contest...JA9ILH. I enjoyed the contest...JA9LX. I enjoyed the
contest. With using K2+R6000,TU!...JA9MAT. Checklog...
JE1AEX. I have worked with D1DX (probably from Donetsk
Republic)...JE1BMJ. I enjoyed the contest...JE1COB. First participation since 2013...JE1DRU. I enjoyed the contest...

JE1GZB. IC-7300S 8.5m LW ANT installed at the veranda of
my apartment...JE1ILP. Short wire anntena 100W-OUT...J
E1LPZ. I enjoyed the contest...JE1REU. I entry SO15L Assisted
Category. IC-756PRO2/100W Ant are 28mh 4-el/20mh 5elTribander...JE1RXJ. I QRV on 160m single band. I used my
MV (Micro Vertical antenna) 12m High on my blcony + Elecraft
K2. This year, The conditions of 160m band was very poor. I
could not QSO with the except west coast U.S.A. stations. The
condition was very poor. I got mh points 1276 in this year, 779
in 2015, 480 points in 2014, 1,957 points in 2013 , 2,640 points
in 2012. I used K2 , and It was very useful for the very weak signal...JE1SPY. I enjoyed the contest...JE2CPI. I enjoyed the contest...JE2FJI. Output 100W...JE2HXL. I enjoyed the contest...JE2WLD. I enjoyed the contest!...JE3ECD. I enjoyed the
contest...JE3EDJ. TRx. IC-7410/100W Ant. Vertical...JE3UHV.
I enjoyed the contest...JE4JPQ. I enjoyed the contest...
JE4URN. I enjoyed the contest...JE6ETN. I enjoyed the contest.
First licensed October 20, 2014...JE6P I enjoyed the contest...JE6TUP. I enjoyed the contest. TNX...JE8IAS. I enjoyed
the contest...JF1ABZ. I enjoyed the contest...JF1GZZ. I enjoyed
the contest...JF1OPO. I enjoyed the contest...JF1OVA. I
enjoyed the contest...JF1UOW. I enjoyed the contest...
JF1WCK. Thank you all stations!...JF2FIU. I enjoyed the contest...JF2KMX. FTDX3000M(50W) Whip on my balcony...
JF2KWM. I enjoyed the contest...JF2WXS. Portable operation
with 50W Vertical ant...JF3GFH. 50W output...JF3IYW.
FTDX5000 (200W) & V-DP (10mh) I enjoyed the contest. I
enjoyed the contest...JF3KCH. 50W into long wire + ATU operation, I enjoyed test a lot...JF3KQA. During running for the best
time of NA, my loaded dipole was fail down...JF3LOP. Someday,
I want to join the contest entirely...JF3PLF. I enjoyed the contest...JF3ROH. I enjoyed the contest...JF3VAX. I enjoyed the
contest...JF4XUT. FT-817ND and end fed long wire...JF8LPB.
2015-06-05...JF9PPM. I like CW. I love QRP. http://www.
uja.jp/...JG1BGT. I enjoyed the contest...JG1EIQ. I enjoyed the
contest...JG1GPY. FT-897DM 50W, DP ANT 8mH FOR 15M,
VERT ANT 8mH FOR 40M...JG1LPL. I enjoyed the contest...JG1MIJ. RIG: FT-991M ANT: ATAS120A License:
Japanese 3rd class...JG1NCL. I enjoyed the contest...JG2RFJ.
Rcvr: Homebrew DualConv Superhet Xmtr: Homebrew 807s
20W Output ANT: InvisibleWhip up 35m...JG3EHD. I enjoyed
the contest...JG4AKL. Bad conditions on High Bands. RIG TS590D, PWR 50W, ANT 80/40m Inv V, 20/15/10m 2-el
Yagi...JG5DHX. Enjoy Contest!...JG8IBY. RIG: IC-70000 ANT:
2-EL YAGI...JHØILL. I enjoyed the contest...JHØROS. I enjoyed
the contest...JH1BCS. I enjoyed the contest...JH1DJD. I
enjoyed the contest...JH1EVD. I enjoyed the contest...JH1EYM.
Thanks for the QSO in the Contest...JH1FNU. I enjoyed the contest...JH1GLJ. I enjoyed many QSO, that makes me happy...
JH1GTU. I enjoyed the contest. 100w + GP3mh...JH1HGI. I
enjoyed the contest...JH1HIC. I enjoyed the contest...JH1HLC.
I enjoyed the contest...JH1ILX. I enjoyed the contest...JH1JJV.
I enjoyed the contest...JH1JNJ. I vy enjoyed the contest...
JH1KYA. I enjoyed the contest...JH1LEM. Poor Condx
Sunday!...JH1MTR. TNX ALL FOR FB QSO. Rig: IC-7600 100W
ANT: Off center fed vertical DP...JH1NVA. I enjoyed the contest...JH1NXU. I enjoyed the contest...JH1OGC. I enjoyed...
JH1OVY. I enjoyed the contest...JH1QQN. I enjoyed the contest...JH1RDA. I enjoyed the contest...JH1SAR. I enjoyed the
contest...JH1UES. RF output 100W...JH1WOY. I enjoyed the
contest...JH1XUP. I enjoyed the contest...JH2JNU. I enjoyed
the contest...JH2NYZ. I enjoyed the contest...JH2OMM. Very
fun contest...JH3TCC. I enjoyed the contest...JH4CES. I
enjoyed the Contest!...JH4EYD. I enjoyed the contest. Thanks
for many stations...JH4FUF. Great contest...JH4UYB. I enjoyed
the contest...JH6QIL. I tried the contest log...JH6TNH. I enjoyed

the contest...JH7BDS. I enjoyed the contest...JH7BMF. I
enjoyed the contest on 10m. But Condition is very
poor...JH7SSJ. I enjoyed the contest...JH7XGN. I want to do my
best on the next time!...JH8CLC. I enjoyed the contest. I hope
to see you again...JH8CXW. I enjoyed the contest...JH8DBI. I
enjoyed the contest...JH8GEU. /2 Kani-City Gifu JAPAN TS590DG 50W Vertical...JH9DRL. I enjoyed the contest...
JIØWVQ. QRP weak signal went over the Pacific Ocean and the
Asian continent. Also it was difficult to send messages faster
with my straight key...JI1AEP. FTDX-3000 + AMP, Yagi,
DP...JI1ALP. I enjoyed the contest...JI1ANI. I enjoyed the contest...JI1BDQ. 2016-11-26 0639 RK9AX DUP MAX. POWER
200W...JI1NIK. I enjoyed the contest...JI1PBK. I enjoyed the
contest...JI1RSF. I enjoyed the contest...JI1RWG. I enjoyed the
contest. Thank you...JI1TSH. I enjoyed the contest by QRP on
10m to have worked more than 10 QSOs...JI3CJO. I enjoyed
IOTA...JI3DST. I enjoyed the contest...JI3NOF. I enjoyed the
contest...JI4WHS. FTdx3000 VL1000...JI5NWQ. I enjoyed the
contest...JJ0NSL. I enjoyed the contest...JJ0PJD. FT817ND
5W, mobile whip. Thank you for picking up my weak
signal...JJØSFV. Tnx...JJ1ENZ. I enjoyed 1st. CQWW DX CW
contest!...JJ1EPE. RIG: Homebrew 100W ANT: 2-el HB9CV for
15m and DP for 40/20m Operators License: Japanese 1st class
Condx for Europe and US was poor!...JJ1ILR. I used an old
Kenwood TS-820 I have been using from my previous participation of CQWW CW in 1986 with a club call of JA1YYE. It was
only few hours of operation, but was quite enjoyable...JJ1SLW.
I enjoyed the contest...JJ1XQU. I enjoyed the contest...JJ2ICA.
I enjoyed the contest...JJ2PIK. I enjoyed the contest...JJ3DJS.
I enjoyed the contest...JJ3JJL. I enjoyed the contest...JJ3KTW.
Operating location is Kobe-city Tarumi-ku in Hyogo RIG is TS850S and ANT is GP Power output is 50W or less...JJ3TBB. I
enjoyed the contest...JJ5GSY. TNX Very nice Contest!...
JJ5HUD. I enjoyed the contest...JK1GKG. I enjoyed the contest...JK1LSE. 200W INV...JK1LUY. I enjoyed the contest...
JK1ODA. I used power less than 5W. THIS 1 QSO WAS NO
QSO (CHECKED LOG), BECAUSE HIGH POWER QSO. 3500
CW 2016-11-26 1318 JK1TCV 599 25 JT5DX 599 23
0...JK1TCV. I have operated power in 1W and 10mH Mobil ant
from Japan using FT817. Thanks to pick up my weak signal. I’ve
felt it was little bit quiet in 28MHz for me...JK1VOZ. I enjoyed
the contest. Everyone QSO Thank you communicate!...
JK2AQT. Thank you very much...JK3NSD. I enjoyed the contest...JK3RHX. I enjoyed the contest...JK4HNN. I enjoyed the
contest...JK7BEJ. PWR 5W QRP ANT 3-el monoband Ygai
(^_^) Many thanks to all who were patient with me pulling QRP
calls. Every QSO is appreciated. Operating QRP & homebrew
antenna was great fun, but sometimes frustrating. Africa &
Caribbean were very very far...JK7DWD. Rig K2 Ant Yagi
Ant...JK7UST. IC-7600 318B...JK8PBO. I enjoyed the contest...JL1DLQ. I enjoyed the contest...JL1QQA. I enjoyed the
contest...JL1RXW. Rig FT1000MP 100W / Ant Double Zepp at
22m high...JL2LPX. I enjoyed the contest...JL4DJM. I enjoyed
the contest...JM1CMA. I enjoyed the contest...JM1DSC. I
enjoyed the contest...JM1LRA. Worked by QRP, TEN-TEC
1340(3W), MFJ-1640-T(Whip)...JM1XTB. I participated for a
short time but I enjoyed the contest...JM3UJJ. Licence date
September 19, 2014...JM8GJB. Power is 5W...JN1BBO. I
enjoyed this contest...JN1DNV. I enjoyed the contest. IC7200,
100W, 10mhDP...JN1VFF. The actual maximum power output
used is 5W...JN3DMJ. IC7600 100W 20mH Whip...JO1KVS.
RIG: FT-2000D ANT: 8mh HB9CV DP...JO1SIM. IC-706MK2
(50W) Loaded DP...JO1WIZ. I enjoyed the contest...JO2FBV. I
enjoyed the 2016 CQWW DX contest. TNX FB QSO...JO3AGQ.
I enjoyed the contest...JO3PDT. 70 years old...JO3QVT.
2014.8.27...JO4GMS. I enjoyed the contest. I want to do more

QSO next year...JO7RAA. My 40m system was broken...
JP1LRT. I enjoyed the contest...JP3ASW. I enjoyed the contest...JP3AYQ. 21 sep 2016...JP3PZG. My first trying for DX.
Result was poor but very exciting!...JP3QAO. Thanks for providing many oppotunities to work VY FB DXers!...JP7DHE. I
enjoyed the contest. But, I retired because of PC trouble. I’m
very sorry...JQ1ABC. I short time the contest...JQ1COB. I
enjoyed the contest...JQ1EPD. I enjoyed the contest...JQ1TIV.
Nice CONDX to EU, but I had heavy noise many times. See you
next year!...JRØBQD. Many thanks for the nice contest...
JRØBUL. I was very enjoyed with my QRP Rig MIZUHO MX14S 2W output...JRØGFM. I enjoyed the contest...JRØGXA. I
enjoyed the contest...JR1AQI. Hope to get AF next time...
JR1EMT. Checklog...JR1GJP. I enjoyed the contest. JST245/DP. ATU + Wire...JR1LEV. I enjoyed the contest...
JR1MEG. The condx was not good enough...JR1MEU. I enjoyed
the contest...JR1NHI. The condition wasn’t good. I enjoyed having QSOs. The maximum output power in the contest was
5W...JR1NKN. FT-857DM 50W Portable: Uratakaocho, Hachioji
City, Tokyo...JR1USU. I enjoy CQWW since 1990. Thank
you...JR1WJM. I enjoyed the contest...JR2BEI. I enjoyed the
contest by QRP...JR2EKD. TS590 YP-3 /2 Tsu-city Miepref...JR2MIO. TU es 73!...JR2NMJ. 74 YAERS OLD...
JR2PAU. I enjoyed the contest...JR2PMT. I enjoyed the contest. Also I was upseted by OTH...JR2TDB. I enjoyed the contest...JR2UBS. I enjoyed the contest, Thank you...JR2WLQ. I
enjoyed the contest...JR3IIR. I enjoyed the contest...JR3KQJ.
Thank you for QSO everyone. Condition was not bad on
20m...JR3RIU. I enjoyed the contest...JR3SZZ. I enjoyed the
contest...JR4CTF. USE POOR DIPOLE ANTENNA BUT MANY
STATIONS have “GODD EAR”...JR4CZM. I used QRP (5W)
RIG...JR4DAH. I enjoyed the contest...JR6AG. I enjoyed the
contest...JR7ASO. Not excellent condition. But enjoyed
enough...JR7DUT. I enjoyed the contest...JR7OEF. I try to submit this log 1st time...JR8NOD. I enjoyed the contest...JR8ORC.
RIG: IC-7300 ANT: OCF w/ATU...JR8QFG. I enjoyed very much.
See you next year...JS1OYN. I enjoyed the contest...JS2PHO.
RIG: Yaesu FT-2000D + IC-PW1 PWR: 1kW ANT: 3-EL Quad
Many thanks. I enjoyed...JS3CGH. I enjoyed the contest...
JS3CTF. I enjoyed the contest...JS3LSQ. I enjoyed the contest...JS6SCC. Band conditions were tough on 15 and 20 for my
little portable setup - FT-817 and Buddipole vertical dipole. If the
ionosphere was flaky, at least the weather in Hawaii was perfect
for outdoor operation. Many thanks to the stations who had
patience and good ears to pull me out of the noise!...KH6BE.
THANK YOU TO ALEX, KH6YY, FOR HOSTING US AGAIN.
CONDITIONS WERE POOR, ESPECIALLY ON 10M. WE HAD
GREAT EFFORTS BY OUR TEAM TO GET EVERY LAST CONTACT WE COULD. LAST MINUTE SWR ISSUES ON THE 10M
STACK FORCED THE USE OF A LOG PERIODIC. IT APPARENTLY DIDN’T MATTER MUCH THOUGH WE MISSED OPERATING ON 10M MOST OF THE FIRST DAY. THANKS TO ALL
FOR THE QSOS. WE HAD FUN...KH6J. First trip to PR and a
busy travel schedule so only packed dipole and K2- missed having the beam with the poor conditions on second day. Overall
was a ton of fun and exceeded expectations. Thanks again to
those that struggled through to hear my way-too-long-call in the
muck. Gracias!...KP4/VE3RSA. As expected, condx were very
poor, also on 40m Still, enjoyed the contest!...LA2AB. CHECKLOG...LA4NL. Only check-log. Worked from both holiday QTH
and later part from home QTH...LA5UF. AS FUN AS ALWAYS
- WHO SAID SUNSPOTS WAS NECESSARY?...LA6CF.
Terrible condx up at 60 degrees North. First time in history that
I didn’t manage to work a single station on 10m! And only 58
QSOs on 15m! But still had much fun working this contest. Very
hard to work US on 20m on Saturday. Heavy echo on all sta-

tions making it impossible to copy their callsigns unless they did
reduce the speed. Had to give up several times. Some of them
must think I am a fool that didn’t get them in the log. But high
speed CW and heavy echos does not belong together :) See
you again next year. This is my favourite contest. 73 de
Morten...LB8DC. Got my license January 2015...LB8MG.
Attempted dual run, but it was only possible during certain times.
Being this far South requires lots of CQs. The extremely high
QRN levels made it impossible to hear the attenuated signals
on 80 and 160. SOAB from LU without 10m in good shape and
summer thunderstorms right over the station is not the best possible combination. Tnx everybody for the QSOs...LP1H. SB10
because of station limitations. CONDX were poor with just 2-3
hours per day of opening, TU for the good ears of the operators
who gave me points. CU next year!...LT7H. First time in a big
contest. Very happy with my performance. Greetings to all the
participants. 73. Andres...LU3HO. IC 746 PRO Drake L7 Dipolo
Rotativo 7 MHz up 40 foot...LU3XX. Wonderful as always, perhaps too many time with Davis Cup...LU8EHR. Checklog...
LX1EA. 50% Bavarian Contest Club / 50% Rhein Ruhr DX
Association...LX7I. CU next time...LY3X. SDR-1000 100W 2-EL
DELTA LOOP...LY5Q. Commemorating 60 Years Anniversary
of KTU Radio Club...LY6ØKTU. Very nice contest!...LZ1DPN.
Very bad condx on 28MHz...LZ1IA. Tnx 73!...LZ2OQV. Big QRN
on this band. HI...LZ3PZ. Hello, QSO outside 40m for checkonly. Category band: 40m...LZ5CA. SRI For the late log...LZ5Z.
RIG: SKY-SDR 5W ANT: VERTICAL 8M WITH AT130E...LZ8U.
RIG FT-857D Antenna SOTAbeams Linked Dipole...LZ8Z. First
use of IC 7300 in Contest. FAB! Wasn;t QRV as long as hoped.
MUST stop people phoning me and calling in over this weekend. Need a “Plague” notice maybe!...MØACM. Lots of fun in a
few few hours of S&P...MØBPQ. Reasonable conditions considering my meager setup. An enjoyable contest...MØCVO.
73...MØIPU. The weekend heralded a slight improvement in conditions on HF. It was a great experience to be involved in the
“fast and furious”!...MØNQN. Always enjoy this contest but other
priorities kept. Enjoyable but cond difficult...MØOIC. Great fun
giving away a few points this year while improving my
CW...MØTEF. Just a short /P entry from near home testing setup
for DX trip...M1K. I only made a few contacts but it was fun all
the same...M1PTR. The worst conditions for CQWW in a very
long time...M2G. Great fun, not as good as last year on 80m.
Hard to work the DX...M3C. SB 15M ASSISTED. BUT MANAGED A FEW QSOS. JUST. KPA500, N1MMPLUS...M3I.
Disappointing conditions on most bands but they did improve on
Sunday somewhat...M3W. Fun...M4M. K3 100W, SO1R, 5 meter
wire with ATU (LDG), Win-Test I found some time on Sunday
afternoon, set up antenna, then on and off. Eventually Windows
update started, takes more than 2 hours. Well, at the end of the
day, this is not a serious effort. Thanks for QSO! See you in next
event. 73 Kazu...M5Z. First ever CW multi-multi entry from M6T,
this was in memory of our friend Bob, G4BAH who put the station together. Everything worked well and we had a very experienced team of operators but conditions were just as bad as in
the SSB contest! So we are pretty pleased to post a score of 14
million...M6T. FT-1000MP, 100W, HF9-V Butternut. Conditions
challenging to say the least. Who turned off the RBN? Here’s
hoping the 2017 contest will be better!...M6W. Used contest to
try out inverted L on 160M at new QTH. Conditions seemed poor
but improved on Sunday...M7V. TS590S, 1/4wl vertical, 400W,
N1MM+, Gridsquare IO81wt Many thanks to Iain - G9V for hosting me at their site. 73...M8A. Some nice DX on my 40m long
wire. Limited time owing to IT problems...M8C. Enjoyable trip to
Scarlett Point on the Isle Of Man for CQWW CW 40m LP entry.
This was a low key entry with only a single vertical for antenna.
Conditions to US/VE were exceptionally poor from the start with

only 7 US stations worked by 7 am on Sat morning and not one
VE. No zone 3 worked all contest and none even heard at any
workable strength. 88% of QSOs were with EU so that tells that
there weren’t too many 3 pointers. However CQWW CW is addictive and you always wonder what you will do different or better
next year. I finished at 19 evening out of necessity...MD2N. My
first ever CW contest. Phew!...MM1E. 1st CQWW CW. Great
fun! New radio & ant next year to improve on benchmark...
MWØBRO. Poor cndx first night, good EU opening second night.
Running K3S to K8RF 1/2 wave 160M Loop Thanks to everyone for the QSOs! 73 Dan...NP2J. First Licensed APR 08,
2014...OE1VMC. Tx Power 8W...OE1XTU. Checklog...
OE2LCM. WT keying issues forced DX picking with old XP
standby system. Nevertheless GREAT FUN AGAIN - tnx 73s es
bcncu Gerd...OE3GSA. Condx better than in SSB leg. 10m was
nearly dead, but low bands at times wide open. Eventually I fed
the 160m dipole on 80m and worked some stations with QRP.
Fun to see who has good ears and who not. Thanks for meeting on the air. And if not this time maybe next time...OE5OHO.
Rig was Elecraft K3 + P3, G5RV, 2-El Quad, N1MM+ Logger,
nanoKeyer, CCUser, CWGet. QTH Graz, the station OE6XUG
of clubs RCCW and OEVSV. Most of the Operators new in cw
contesting, doing a practical contest training under supervision
of OE6RDD, Gehard - founder of the famous cw schule Graz.
Special thanks to all of our supporters, at first OE6OKG, Prof.
Otto Koudelka, Head of Institut fuer Kommunikationsnetze und
Satellitenkommunikation @ Graz University of Technology...
OE6U. Station locator KP10XO...OG2W. Very poor conditions
here in the north. Some nice surprises on the lower
bands...OG6N. Just a few qsos 4fun with poor set up rtx: K2/100
ant: inv-L with no rx ant :-/ abt 4 hours on air. Tnx for qsos, maybe
next year with better effort hi 73...OG6T. Many thanks for the
contest! Merry XMAS and Happy New Year!...OG9R. I have
been a devoted fan of CQWW CW for 57 years ever since 1959.
This year the space weather was not favourable here in the north.
Neither was the atmospheric weather good for outdoor life with
21 m/s wind gusts and snow showers. I took short and long
breaks every now and then to find motivation. After a full hour
with only 6 QSOs it was time to switch off. Now after a good
sleep back home I feel great again. Wishing for the best in the
future. But in fear of even worse for the coming years. After all
it was a great fun with a different flavor. Congrats for the lucky
one whos signal path to NA and Japan did not go that far north.
Many thanks for the QSOs and see you in contests again.
Pertti...OHØR. Great collaboration with OHØZ, my next door
neighbor. OH6EI Tomi was there this time. No QRM whatsoever. During CQWW SSB there was minimal QRM from operators
OH9MM and SM5SIC. But furing SAC SSM OH1JT was there
causing me to having to stop operating. OH1JT was blocking
whole band where he was on. Root cause was neighbor-hostile
amplifier tuning as OH1JT has the knack for sure. He knew what
he was doing. Most unfriendly. Good luck with the logs. Hear
you all again in 2017...OHØV. 73 de OH1SIC/SM5SIC Gran
OH1S. Thanks to oh1tx for the use of station, hot-tub, sauna and
the fridge...OH1TX. Challenged conditions, every qso was a victory!...OH2BEN. Some QSOs just for fun...OH2BH. Really bad
band propagation on 40m. During the contest I did not hear a
single US station...OH2BMH. The Aurora once again spoiled
K/JA openings...OH2KW. Remote Station experiment. 6 x sauna
+ small beer party during contest...OH2LZC. Conditions quite
good here in the north...OH3WD. Our contest team member Ari
OH1EH/OH5DX became SK last summer. We decided to operate CQWW CW contest with his vanity call OH5DX as a memorial event for Ari. Our core crew is now missing one member.
Ari’s relatives helped us to get his call for our use even though
it normally is two years in quarantine. Everything else went well

except propagation. High bands were especially challenging on
Sunday. Only one JA on 15m and very few US stations. Only
about 400 qsos on 20m on Sunday etc. At least low bands were
decent and interesting. Missed XE for sweep on 40m. It was nice
to see Jukka OH2MA (ex-OH1XM) with us. Jukka was one of
the OH1AF contest gang members in the 1980s. Also OH1XT
was very kind to arrive to help us — even after the nightshift at
work finishing at 7am on Sunday...OH5DX. Checklog...OH6NC.
FT-990, OCF-Dipole 80-10m @12m. Tough propagation this
year!...OH8KA. CHECKLOG...OH8SE. 50W AND GP ANTENNAS...OK1BA. TRCV IC-718 MAX 100W, ANT GP...OK1BLU.
Sorry for my late LOG. Caused by serious PC fault and my illness, my age 86 years. Hope to have better luck in 2017,
HI...OK1BMW. Rig IC-706 ant LW 41m...OK1DEK. FT1000MP
MarkV, ACOM 1010, 800W dipol vertical 30m, 3 x beverage...OK1DOL. Almost QSO was with QRP 5W except 6 QSO
with QRO 15W RIG: Elecraft K2, 5W (15W), antenna: multiband
vertical (80 to 10m)...OK1DXK. FT817, INV-VEE...OK1GSB.
FT1000MP MK5F INV.L...OK1JOK. FT897D 99W, ANT 3-EL
YAGI 11m...OK1LL. TS-450S, YAGI...OK1LO. SOA...OK1MAW.
RIG(s): IC751A + PA; ANTENNA(s): 3-el Y...OK1MBZ. TRX
FLEX-5000A (80W) ON ALL BANDS, PA FL-2277B (400W) ON
80 TO 10m ANT DOUBLE ZEPP 2X33m ON 160, 80, AND 40M,
TRBANDER ON 20, 15, AND 10m...OK1NE. Just a brief operation from the SOTA summit, but still a lot of fun!...OK1NF. Rig:
Kenwood TS-590S - 100W, ant 15m LW...OK1PX. HVY QRN
on TB...OK1TN. FT2000 with 3kHz NS roofing filter ACØC, PWR
100W, ANT INV. V...OK1UBA. TS-590, invert L + V, HEX beam,
TR4W...OK1VK. FT-897D 100W Ant: W3DZZ & FD4 my AGE
83Years SRI GB...OK2BJK. Very strong signals from East on
40m, but mostly no answers to my calls. But in opposite way
some nice DX QSOs in one call as a reward. Enjoyed all the time
except first two hours, which were very tough...OK2FD. Rig[s]
IC-756PROIII-100W, Antena[s] Windom FD5, Dipol 2x40m...
OK2MBP. CQWW DX CW Contest 2016-11-26 00:00 UTC 2016-11-27 23:59 UTC Transceiver FT950 ( Power 100W)...
OK2PBG. Rig “K3” - 100W, 3-el beam, 54m LW. High bands
bad condx, on 80/40m “city QRM” S8/S5. QRV only from time
to time...OK2QX. GOOD CONTEST. SEE YOU AGAIN
FRIENDS. TCVR 70W, ANT: LW 40M...OK2SWD. 80m MFJ9200 5W OUT to VERTICAL 14m 40m - RxTx Ensemble
fivedash.com 1W OUT to VERTICAL 14m 20m - RxTx Ensemble
fivedash.com 1W OUT to sloped dipol...OK2VWB. FT1000MP
Inverted VEE 80, @18m Beverage 4 times 100m...OK2ZI. Rig:
old FTdx-505, pwr 100W...OK5NW. GOOD CONTEST. SEE
YOU AGAIN FRIENDS. TCVR 70W, ANT: LW 40M...OK5SWL.
SDR OUT 5W ant MORGAIN 80-40 vertical V8...OK8EYJ. KX3
5W LW42m...OL4W. TS850, LW...OM2DT. Tcvr: ICOM 735 out
90W ant Randomwire + LCmatchbox Very QUICK contest /
prima, TNX...OM3BA. Rig: FT-277ZD, 100W , Ant: Dipole INVV.
Working hours: 4 hours...OM3CDN. RIG: TS-590S PWR: 100W
ANT G5RV...OM3R. TNX FER CONTEST DR FRIENDS!...
OM4ANO. FTdx3000, PWR 50W, Ant LW 41m...OM8LM. FT2000 Dipole...OM8ON. TRX Nice contest es 73 de Pat...ON2AD.
First real cw attempt, bad propagation, a lot of fun!...ON3DI. KX3
3W ANT: 40/80M DIPOLE @ 2M AGL...ON4ANE. This was first
entry 40m single band with 4 square. It was fun to rotate the
knob and see S9+++ signals. Enjoy the contest, and see you
next year...ON4TO. Tu and 73s qro to all Oms in contest...
ON5HY. Checklog...ON5UK. Great propagations, 25% DX
QSOs and that with 5W! On Saturday even 40m was open to
NA for me. Hope to have set new Belgian records for SOAB(A)
QRP on RTTY, SSB and CW this year. Thanks for a great contest...ON6NL. Checklog...ON6QR. First time on 160m. Learned
a lot. See you next year!...ON7BS. IC-703...OP4A. Yaesu FT950
20W ANT: R8 + W8010(80M) OP6AT - Special Callsign on

November Home Call: ON6AT...OP6AT. POOR CDX BUT
FUN...OR5T. Bad bad condx hope for better luck with the sun
nxt yr. fun to run...OU2V. Very poor conditions this year, not
many 3 points in my log...OY1CT. Elecraft K3 100W, Ant 80M
loop and Hexbeam...OZ3SM. 300W into G5RV, Butternut,
TH3MK4 at 10m and low 160m dipole Condx not the
best...OZ8AE. Lost CAT at one of the radios, so when freq shown
as 1800-3500-7000-14000-21000-28000 it is equal to RUN radio
freq...P33W. Love the 24-hour classic category. Very civilized,
but still an exciting contest shared with some terrific operators
from around the world...P49Y. Strange condx. 40m at times quite
good for my partly indoor longwire. Heard one weak cw on 10,
too weak to identify...PAØFAW. Apologize for a hanging PC/logger sometimes. 73...PAØO. RIG ANTENNA ANTENNA HEREBY I DECLARE THAT I USED A MAXIMUM OF 5W OUTPUT
FOR ALL QSOS, SIGNED R. BOERHORST...PAØRBO. Bad
condition on 15 and 10m, Thanks all the stations working me!
See you, Sake...PAØSKP. Nice contest...PAØWKI. Thank you
for the very nice write up on the PA1B cylinder dipole in CQ magazine November 2016. In many contest I used my indoor 15 inch
long cylinder dipole with great success on 15m but now I had
some time when 15m was closed. With patience and some luck,
I made 2 QRP QSOs on 40m and 20m with the Booster cylinder dipole of 22 inches when the propagation peaked. See you
all in CQ WPX CW in May 2017...PA1B. First licensed this year
May 2016...PA1CX. Used SD for post contest logging SD allways works fine!...PA2CHM. Great fun again...PA2PCH. Nice
contest...PA3CJP. Great contest! Every year a splendid opportunity to work DX stations...PA3DCU. Regards and thanks to all
the people who make this contest a succes...PA3DJY. Nice contest, love it...PA3DTR. 100W dipoles...PA3GEO. After years of
inactivity, I’ve put up a loaded inverted L for 160m. Just to have
some hours of fun. Was surprised I could even work some DX
with this small lot setup...PA4WM. Vy nice contest. Saturday not
so good conditions. 73, Tonnie...PA9CW. Big problems with high
qrm level. S9+ from 40m and lower...PB7Z. Checklog...PDØBY.
tnx nice contest ICOM 7300 steppIR db18e 15 mtr up
5W...PDØPIW. My first ever CW contest effort! Only a couple of
hours behind the radio...PD2R. Station Info: FT817 + ~150W
Class C amplifier + Annecke 150W tuner + 2x 6.5m Dipole +
Single Lever Scheunemann...PE1FJN. Just learned CW by
cwops, first cw contest without cw reader. Nice!...PE1JZQ. Dear
OM/YL, All QSO made by me in QRP. Great to work you all. QSL
pse via bureau. Cu all. www.pe2k.nl 73, Adriaan...PE2K. Had
fun contesting on 160m. Look for my story on http://bit.ly/
2g8kfw1...PE4BAS. Search & pound. Condx on the higherbands
miserable. 40m was fun though!...PF5X. Just fun log. Operated
my usual call paØfaw. PG16MC is too difficult for a contest, too
difficult for many operators...PG16MC. Station Adress QB3,
Grote Berg, Curacao...PJ2/PA3EYC. Good, clean fun!...
PJ7/G4JEC. Another great contest to take part! Thank you all.
Paulo...PR2W. We made an extensive reform of the station during the 3 weeks before the contest. After many years of MS and
M2, PS2T now went MM for the first time...PS2T. Good
Contest!...PT8CW. 23/03/2016...PU2UMZ. PU8TAJ, Primeira
Licena em 26/05/2015. A primeira vez que participo do CQWW
SSB. (It is the first time in this contest)...PU8TAJ. 2015-0302...PU8TAS. Tkanks Big 73 Adriano...PY2AXH. June 10,
2015...PY4VG. Tks FB test. I see you next year...PY7OJ. TNX
73!...RØAA. Flex-3000, GAP Titan...RØJF. TNX 73! Off times:
00.00 - 07.32 15.52 - 22.15 08.21 - 23.59...RØQA. FB! TNX
73!...RØRC. TNX 73!...R1BP. Rig: ICOM-718, 100W, Ant. Quad
80-10m ap...R1QE. May 2013...R2AHS. Elecraft K2 Flex-1500
Wire Antennas...R2LAC. RIG: SunSDR-1, PWR: 15W, ANT:
10/15/20 m - GP, 40m - Delta Loop...R2OM. Low Power RX/TX
Yaesu FT-450AT 90W Soft MixW 2.19...R2YES. TX/RX

FTDX5000D ANT A4S+W3DZZ...R3BB. TNX 73...R3LB. TNX
73!...R3RK. TX FT-450D 100W, ANT Windom and GP...R3VL.
Thanks everyone for the contest! 2xTS-590, 2-el phased short
deltas N-S, 2-el phased short deltas W-E...R3XA. TNX
73!...R3YAP. 73!...R3YC. FT-950, GP, Inv-V...R4CO.
Tnx!...R4FD. TNX 73!...R4HCM. IC-746pro, ant Delta...R4NX.
TS-590S - 100W 20, 15m - 2-el 10m - 1-el...R6CW. TNX
73!...R6DR. Tnx!...R7AC. IC756 pro3 100W 4-el Yagi(20m)
73!...R7CA. RIG(s): TS-480SAT; ANTENNA(s): R-8...R7CF.
Tnx, GL and 73!...R7FF. Icom IC-756 pro3...R7FL. K2
Delta...R7FO. 73 and best wishes!...R7KH. FT-817 5W ANT
DIPOLE...R7KO. TU EVERYBODY, CU NEXT TIME!...R7KQ.
TNX 73...R7MM. TS-2000 PA-100W ANT-DIPOL...R7TT. It was
first contest with this new call. Ex call: RAØBA...R8CA.
73...R8TT. TS 590S, 100W, SAY 3-7 20, 15, 10m Many
tnx!...R8WO. Sorry, my comp was down. Pls get my checklog
with my apologize! 73!...R9AB. 73!...R9CD. TU, CU AGN,
73!...R9FN. Elecraf KX3, 3-el QQ mono band...R9RA. RIG(s):
IC-756PROIII; ANTENNA(s): DELTA LOOP, INVERTED
VEE...R9UG. 73!...RAØLMK. Maritime Mobile from Red
Sea...RAØLQ. Transceiver: FT dx 5000, 1kw...RAØQQ. TNX
73!...RAØSS. TNX 73!...RAØUF. FT 817 ND- 5W, ANT.- L.W.
83m...RA2FB. RIG ICOM-7000 PWR 50W ANT AH2b TNX
73!...RA3AL. Yaesu FT-450, 100W, dipole...RA3DGH.
73!...RA3EA. TNX & GL 73! de Alex...RA3RLJ. FT-DX3000,
In.Vee 160/80, GP - 40, GP - 20...RA3ST. TS-950SD limited to
100W, Delta Loop 80m Vpol, Inv Vee 160m...RA3WT.
73!...RA3XCZ. Thank you for the nice contest. 73!...RA3XEV.
FT-897 dipole...RA4DR. GOOD CONTEST...RA4HBS. TKS
QSO & 73!...RA4Y. RIG: KENWOOD TS-590S...RA6AN. Radio
YAESU FT-950-50W...RA9AFZ. 73!...RA9AU. TNX 73!...
RA9UEP. TNX 73!...RA9YUI. Homemade...RC4R. ICOM-718
Slopper 20/15m; H=12m, l=10m LW 80/40m...RC6M.
Tnx!...RD1A. 73 from Chudovo!...RD1T. TNX 73!...RD3MF.
YAESU FT-1000 MP...RD3R. See you next year! Nice contest!
73!...RD8D. TS-480, Windom...RD8O. 73!...RD9CX. TRX
Elecraft K3 PWR OUT 100W, ANT XL-222...RD9DX. TNX
73!...RG5A. FT-897 + ACOM2000A + DELTA LOOP...RI1AND.
GL es 73!...RJ3F. 73!...RJ9M. Flex-6500, antenna randon wire
30m...RK1NA. FT-900 100W, ANT DIPOLE T2FD...RK3DSW.
GL 73!...RK3PWR. GP-160, GP-80+IV, Yagi 40(East) + IV. 206 elements East, 15 - 6 elements. 10-2x6 stack East...RK3SWS.
TNX 73!...RK4FL. YAESU FT-920. PWR: 100W. Ant: 3-band
Yagi 20-15-10, 40-dipole, 80-inv...RK4PA. 73!...RK9AK.
73!...RK9CR. 73!...RK9CYA. TNX, 73!...RL2D. 73!...RM1T.
Tnx! 73!...RM4HZ. 73!...RM4R. Tnx...RN1CW. PWR: 150W;
ANT- 6-el 3-band YAGI; VERTICAL 15M, 20M; DIPOLE 40M,
80M; LW-160M...RN2FQ. Very nice contest!...RN3AAB.
73!...RN3DKE. TRX IC-760Pro, PWR=100W, Ant - Inv. V
3.5/7Mhz, h=10m, l=25m, Sloper 14Mhz, h=25m, l=30m..
.RN3S. 73!...RN3YA. SDR-1000 10W + PA 300W ant AD-335...
RN4CA. A ham proposes but XYL disposes...RN6DR. 73!..
.RO5F. Unfortunately, we did not use all of the features our
setup...RTØC. TNX nice contest...RTØF. 73!...RTØO. Worked
SO2R, IC7600 and FT1000D (5W) Antenns: 2-el QUAD, 3-el
YAGI Antenns: 160M-Delta 165 mtrs(up 50mtrs) 80M: 4-el
(Caliniar) (up 50mtrs) 40M: 6-el (Caliniar) (up 45mtrs)...RT4W.
73!...RT5C. IC-756PRO3 (5W) Fishing rod antenna with
tuner...RT5R. Icom-7200; ANT: GP 40-10m up 35m, fider 27m;
dipol on 160 up 35m, fider 37m; delta on 80m up 35, fider
37m...RT9YW. Trcvr: WDB 5W...RU1OZ. ICOM IC-746pro...
RU3KO. 73...RU3WR. IC-746, Delta loop, RH-4010...RU3XY.
RIG YAESU FT-857D PWR: 92W to City Windom 8010m...RU3YAA. 73!...RU4AA. TS590 100W, Spiderbeam 5
band...RU4LM. See you next year!...RU4SS. 73!...RU6CO. TNX
FOR THE CONTEST...RU9AC. TRCV FT817...RV1OM. IC-

756PRO3, 2-EL Delta, 20m...RV1ZT. TX: 4W, Ant: Magnetic
Loop (indoor)...RV3DBK. TS-850SAT, Delta...RV6AAA. TNX!
73!...RV9CQ. 73!...RV9WB. Equipment: Yaesu FT-2000, ant.
Inv V 40-80, 3-el Yagi 10-15-20, amp Expert 1.3K-FA...RWØBG.
TNX FB CONTEST! 73!...RWØUM. Yaesu FT-2000, PA-500W,
Cushcrsft-R8, AD335-Yagi, IV...RW1C. SW20 (KIT) pwr
1W...RW3AI. LOG WAS ON PAPER. SO COULD BE MISTAKES AFTER TRANSFORMING TO CABRILLO HOMEMADE
QRP TRCV 5W AND DIPOLE ANTENNA...RW3DF. TNX
73!...RW3DIA. TNX FOR NICE CONTEST...RW3WR. TRX: IC746PRO-100W. ANT: Dipole...RW3X. FT1000 MARK5 PA400W
ANT GP DIPOLE...RW3YA. He collected the country. It was hard
and long to make contacts with the multipliers. There are two
reasons pistol, located in the city center. The second reason the propogation of a low quality. 10m was uninhabited during
the contest. Just two or three hours 15m opened. Even 20m
band closed the evening earlier than usual. But fans of the feast
amateurs radio - gained another experience, come new ideas.
I suppose that the competition was attended by amateurs from
130 DXCC-countries. Not less. I thank all members of expeditions for the activation CQWW interesting corners of the earth.
I thank the Committee and the Managers of the contest support
for the annual celebration called CQ World Wide DX Contest,
this is different for everyone and special in every corner of the
planet. The competition, which brings together different people
and connects many unique corners of the earth!...RW4CLF. See
you next year!...RW4S. MARK V + FL 1000 + 5 band vertical...
RW4WZ. 73 de...RX1AG. IC 746, LW...RX3VF. 73!...RY9C.
Icom IC-706...RZØCWN. FT950 INV.VEE...RZ3DZ. TU 73!..
.RZ3PX. Icom IC-746pro...RZ3QWW. TKS - Contest!...RZ4AA.
Not the best conditions but only single band (15M) was a relaxing contest, I was not prepared for more (sa ALL Bands)! Next
year!...S5ØR. QRP is difficult category, even you find new one
- you can’t always work him. If it is a multiplier then the difficulties become two times harder. But there are some real ops work some great multipliers with single call. Congrats to anyone
hearing my 5W! Hear you all next year - Janez...S51DX. FT2000, VERTICAL ANTENNA 9m TALL WITH 12 RADIALS ON
GROUND. Was working from home, not very seriously. Had to
be LP, because family wanted to watch TV, and our internet
router, doesn’t like HP! Someone told me, be patient with LP,
and he was right HI! TNX to all working me!...S51J. RIG: FT2000,
ANT: INV V; Thanks to Branko-S57C who allowed me to work
from his location while he was on DXpediton at TKØC
M/2...S52CO. Elecraft KX3 pwr 10W, ant. Horizontal delta loop
37m, 7m agl...S52CU. Another test my concept of SO3R, this
time with HP. Thanks for Qso!...S57K. FT-847...S59D. Worked
19 hours in SOSB 160 casual style with quite a few breaks. Came
close to the quantitive goal of 1000 Qs, but short on quality i.e.
Zones and Countries. Unfortunately Topband was weak in both
East and West DX this weekend, only a little JA and Zone 5 in
Sunday evening. Had a bad DSL connection to the station creating lots of packet QRM and most likely also messed up CW
keying a few times as I got quite a few dupes. We also got heavy
wind and snow on Saturday, but the antennas survived the weekend. WX created a little QRN on Sunday evening with increased
noise levels, but only for a short while. Despite the weak result,
a fun weekend in the QRM. Thanks for the points, 73!...SEØX.
POOR CONDS...SMØFPR. RX Drake R4A (1966) TX Drake
T4X (1967) Ant Long Wire 96 mtrs No computer support of any
kind. Manual logging on paper during contest operation...
SM2CVH. Great test but a lot of au all weekend so it was hard
to run low power...SM2ODB. K3 + tired SB-200 Dipole - 80M,
Vertical - 40M, OB11-3 - 20-15M SD for logging...SM5CIL.
Elecraft K3 100W...SM5CSS. Sorry late log 73...SM6CMU.
Casual entry when time allowed...SM7ZDI. TRXIC706 PWR:

100W...SN1J. TS751A & AT500 & FB33 & W-735 Diamond...
SN5G. Nice fun with simple antennas...SN5W. Thanks to all for
QSOs and to organizers for super contest!...SN6O. Trx
IC756PRO Ant FD4...SN9TB. Thanks to Mirek SP4MPG who let
me to operate from his station. Propagation was terrible. Opening
to North America and good run of NA stations has
never happened...SO4M. First licenced 2015-03-31...SO5T.
FTdx3000...SO7O. nice :)...SO9C. TRX TS-940S 100W ANT.
LW...SP1AEN. Radio: ICOM 746 ONLY 100W ANTENA VERTICAL// 2-EL QQ/ MONOBAND/80M/... SP1DMD. My TX IC
751a =80W + ant. LW 100m...SP1FPG. FB COMTESTTNX...SP2IW. TS-850, 100W, ant. windom...SP2MHD. Trx
100W ant GP on balcony and LW 27m/80m, 160m band...
SP2WGB. Rotary dipol and 500W...SP3A. IC-765 + HM PA500W, ANT 2-EL PHASED VERTICALS, 3xBev...SP3GTS. My
first CW contest. TNX all hams best 73...SP3P. Rig. IC751A PWR
80W, Ant. Dipols...SP4GHL. Better condx than SSB month
ago...SP5DDJ. 2015...SP5JP. TS-590 & Ant: LW 25m...
SP5XOV. IC 735 100 W...SP6BEN. Straight key, no computer,
worked from summer house...SP6JOE. TRX FT 101ZD pwr
100W, ant delta loop 84 m since 1957 S2LV, from 1997 SP6LV,
age 86...SP6LV. CHECKLOG...SP6NZ. TS-570D VERTICAL
GP7 / SLOPE DIPOLE...SP7P. Thanks for pleasure of participating in this contest. Sorry for delay in submitting my log. I had
some health problems, next the 2016 Xmas has been too near.
A Happy New Year 2017 to the Contest Commitee and my special Best 73 to Martin LU5DX for he reminded me about log submitting. Stan...SP7QO. TRX FT897 80W Ant - dipol, GP7...
SP9BCH. IC 746pro pwr 100W...SP9BNM. FT-897d/GP...
SP9CVY. My QRP hmTRX Taurus was 1W output only, and
antenna was 5m lw in the kitchen...SP9DGO. TRX IC738 ANT
Inv.V & CP6...SP9EMI. Checklog...SP9EMV. IC7100 Delta for
40m, on 80m and 160m as LW Internal FSK in IC7100 Not use
PC...SP9GMI. TRX IC730 abt 60W ANT Delta loop 42m
do...SP9KJU. Radio K2/5W Ant: 3-el Yagi at 10m, dipoles (4080m)...SP9NSV. 73s!...SP9R. Ant: HexBeam...SQ3MZM. First
license since 14th October 2014...SQ6KXY. Thank you for the
contest! So many stations participating...SQ7OVZ. IC-7410,
FD4...SQ8IJZ. Rig-IC746 pwr-100W ant-GP (7-28MHz) Long
Wire 56M...SQ9FMU. 14.03.2014...SQ9ZAX. 50W into inverted
V dipole in noisy Cairo. No CW Filter...SU9JG. CLASSIC WITH
ONE RADIO AND SIMPLE ANTENNAS...SV1CEI. SO2V operation. Yaesu FT-2000 Cushcraft A3S SPE Expert 1K-FA loafing
at 0.9kW...SV5DKL. 1st licenced 15 January 2015...SY1BFI.
YAESU FT-897 AND FB33 - FD4...TA1FA. 73 & TNX...TA2BS.
IC-7600, 7-EL 3 BAND BEAM, PIONEER HEADPHONE...
TA3AER. What a great fun. Well, conditions were no good at the
beginning but did improve. No 10m up here. Worked on all other
bands, all over 40m were best. Surprises include MZ5B on
Shetland Island on 160m (my first contact to Shetland Ils) and
CT9/R7K on Madeira Islands who took the extra effort to praise
my nice signal (it did really lift my spirit). Thank you all who have
organized this great event...TF1AM. Checklog...TF3SG. https://
www.qrz.com/db/tk0c...TKØC. Hi, this year the choice is to be
qrv on 15m in low power. Conditions was not good here in Center
France, some JA stations heard but impossible to contact in low
power. A problem inside the rotator occupied me on Sunday
morning for 2 hours to fix it temporarily. It’s the first time i used
a Kenwood TS-590, it was a good partner with its filters. The 6el mono yagi done a good job. 73 ced...TM2B. Murphy visited
several times before and during the contest to add radio and
domestic troubles to bad propagation. But we were happy to be
in The Contest!...TM2Y. Kept checking 10m but no success. Still
the best contest of all!...TM5A. Rookie, back on the air last year
after a 50 year hiatus, and loving it...TZ4AM. Tnx all fer Contest,
73...UAØAKY. TNX...UAØCID. TNX! 73!...UAØKBG. 73!...

UAØLCZ. RIG FT-817 POWER 5W, ANTENNAS LONG WIRE,
SHACK TENT. BATTERY 12V X 10AH...UAØSBQ. Icom IC756PRO, ant dipole...UA0UV. Thanks for the good
time!...UAØW. TNX FOR FB CONTEST 73!...UAØZAM. CU in
2017! 73!...UA1CBM. Homemade, QRP, Delta...UA1CEG.
ICOM-718, DELTA 160M...UA1CUR. GL es 73!...UA1ZEE.
Since 1983...UA1ZFG. IC-756pro2 +1-el Delta / 90W...UA1ZJV.
I am 80 years old...UA1ZZ. TNX 73!...UA2FAK. TRCVR: YAESU
FT1000-MP ANT: 4-EL. BEAM 15M UP...UA3ABJ. THANKS, IT
WAS HAPPY DURING THE CONTEST! GOOD LUCK!
NICK...UA3DJG. PFR: 5W IN-Vee...UA3DLD. Elecraft K-3
PA=100W Ant HS-1800 mobile...UA3DTK. TNX 73!... UA3DTT.
FB contest! TRX - SUNSDR, PA - 100W...UA3NFI. Kenwood
TS-590S. Ant G5RV. Up 25m...UA3QAM. Tnx... UA3QGT.
Checklog...UA3SKV. TNX 73!...UA3THY. Kenwood TS590...UA3UBT. 73!...UA4CCG. FT 2000, GP...UA4PAQ.
73!...UA4QK. 73!...UA4SN. ICOM-7000, 100W...UA4UAR. FT817 5W, LW...UA4WJ. TNX 73!...UA6BFE. TNX 73...UA6CC.
Icom IC-7400 ANT: HB9CV...UA6GF. Mni tks for fb contest.
73!...UA6HLN. What a great idea this classic overlay is! TNX
dear CQWW for all joy I had this time!...UA9BA. 73!...UA9MW.
Transceiver - TS-870S (100W) Antenna - Hustler 4-BTV...
UA9OV. 73!...UA9SEC. TNX 73!...UA9SMU. First licensed
2013-12-12 HB TRCVR 3W...UB1AHI. TRX UW3DI-1...
UB3DDA. Evstegneeva Irina, 2001 of birth, R2DLM Grek
Anastsya, 1999 of birth, UB3DKV Nikitina Anna, 2004 of birth,
UB3DKU Iakovlev Viktor, 2002 of birth, UB3DMA TRAINER
School club station - Vladimir Chaplygin UD3D TRV IC756PRO3 ANT 1.8 -7 MHZ - DELTA 14-28 MHZ - SAY 3-16 . .
.UD3D. TNX 73!...UK8IAR. Excellent Contest! Best wishes from
Kazakhstan!...UN2E. RIG(s): TS-450; ANTENNA(s): Inverted
Vee...UN7LAN. FT-950 Delta-20 Inv-40...UN7PGA. 73!...
UN8PT. 73!...UN9FWW. Radio: KENWOOD TS-590 Antennas:
5/4/4-el quads (28-21-14 MHz)...UN9GD. 73...UP2F. P.O. Box
56, 18001 Cherkasy. Ukraine...URØCB. SUNSDR2...URØHQ.
SW2013 mini, PA 100W, ANT INV.V...UR3PGW. Elecraft KX3
#1407 QRP ANT Dipole up 15 mtrs...UR3QM. Amateur radiostation licence- classes 3 date of issue 15.07.15...UR3RAA.
FT950, InvV 40/20m, Bazuka 15/80m band...UR4CU. ECUIPMENT PWR-200W OUT. VERY GOOD TEST! 73!...UR4IZ.
ICOM-718, ANT: IN.V, TNX 73...UR4MF. TNX for the TEST.
Good Luck and 73s...UR4RWW. Sumy 40034 UKRAINE...
UR5AO. IC-7600 ANT ULTRA BEAM 3-EL...UR5CN. IC775DXII...UR5E. IC-775DXII...UR5EDX. TKS for Contest...
UR5EFL. RIG(s): TS 870S; ANTENNA(s): Cushcraft A3S,
dipole, vertical...UR5EPG. ICOM-718, abt 100W antenna
Windom...UR5EPV. MNI TNX FR NICE CONTEST...UR5IHQ.
RIG SunSDR2PRO PWR 100W ANT 160m GP, 80/40m InvV,
20/15/10m GP...UR5LAM. 73!...UR5WX. RADIO: KENWOOD
TS-570 D, 100W ANTENNA: DIPOLE...UR5ZTH. Using ICOM718. Power abt 100W...UR7CB. Participated just for fun getting
rare DX stations only. 73!...UR7EZ. Home made 50W output and
GP...UR8QV. TNX for CONTEST!...US1IV. Checklog...US4IDY.
Rig: mini SW2012; Ant: Delta...US5EFU. TEN-TEC OMNI 7
GAP-TITAN DX...US5EOI. TS-140S, abt 50W...US6CQ. MY 73!
AND GOOD LUCK ALL HAMs! TS590 + PA-HM + VERTICAL...UT1QQ. Good contest! 73!...UT2T. TS-2000 + PA 800W
ant OB3-11 & R9...UT3IJ. SDR trcvr SunSDR2-PRO, PA 100W.
Antenns 160, 80, 40 - dipole Up 18m, fider 70m. 20, 15, 10 Spider Up 10m, fider 30m...UT4LW. IC-746 Ant GP 160-30m
Band...UT5AX. 73!...UT5CW. 73!...UT5IZ. Ant: A wire V-beam,
arms abt 42m, the angle - 50 degrees, up - 52m, 75 Ohm cable,
1:9 balun. Equipment - IC-756PRO, homemade tuner...
UT5UQV. HOMEMADE TRX 4W ANT VERT 40M...UT5UUV.
FT-1000MP ANT. INV...UT5ZY. TNX CONTEST...UT7AXA.
73!...UT7KF. TRX - MiniYes + PA 100W, Ant - Vert Delta 85m

prm...UT8AS. hm-90W ant-dipole...UT8MM. Trcvr FLEX-3000,
OCF Dipole Antenna...UW1U. TNX 73!...UX1CL. FT-107m
Delta 80m Vertical key. TNX 73!...UX1CW. GL...UX1IB.
73!...UX2IJ. Checklog...UX5UO. RIG(s)20W and a magnetic
loop at home...UX7QD. Bucha, P.O. Box 1011, Kievskaya obl.,
08292, UKRAINA...UX7U. IC756, PA 80W, ANT GP...UY5MB.
73!...UY5VA. IC-718 80W TNX 73!...UY7LM. YAESU FT 950
input 100W...UY7LU. So much fun I wish there was a spring version of CQWW CW...VA1MM. Great contest! NO Europeans
worked here on the West Coast of BC. Short 10m openings and
good 80m propagation were nice surprises, 20 and 40 were the
money bands for us...VA7DZ. FT-950 + AL-811H + microHAM
DIGI KYER II AT2K + 80m dipole + 40m delta-loop + 15m ground
plane...VE2EZD. Nice conditions, had fun again running QRP,
see you next time, 72/73, Michel...VE2TH. More fun with a few
sunspots...VE3JSQ. A G5RV laying on the roof...VE3RCN. QRT
many hours due to local QRM, but still enjoyed the contest very
much...VE3VEE. 25W into attic dipoles...VE3XD. Great contest
as always. A lot of fun!...VE3ZZ. LICENSE DATE JULY 2 2013
i’m a blind Ham and haven’t got a logging program so hope this
is ok i’m not sure what my claimed score is, i didn’t find the bands
open to EU very much, maybe next year? i think i have one dupe
with NR4M oops...VE5SDH. I had a lot of fun operating this contest on a blustry November weekend with 3 radios my FT-897D
a vintage FT-757GX and the Venerable old IC-751A. 73
Gerry...VE7BGP. Wow, what a wild ride. I haven’t been able to
do much serious contesting for the last couple of years as my
wife has serious health problems. Didn’t have time to mount a
competitive effort so decided to try out a couple of things. I’ve
always wanted to record my contests but never got around to it.
The recent NCJ article by K6XX showed me the way. So, I bought
the recommended voice recorder and tried it out. He was right
about the instructions being rather obtuse but I finally figured it
out. The other thing I tried was SO2V as my K3 has two receivers
and N1MM+ does a good job of supporting it. After some fumbling around I started to get the hang of it without too many blunders (such as calling CQ right on top of, I think, W7WJ after I’d
just worked him in S&P mode). Seems I did 434 Qs on the Run
receiver and 78 on the Mult. Boy, I gotta do this some more. One
thing which took me totally by surprise was that I was generating pileups deeper than I’ve ever done before. Rather like the
expeditions experience with a continuous wall of sound while
trying to pick out call fragments so I could make Qs. I guess that
with Eu missing lowly VE7s suddenly appeared much more
attractive. I had rates and runs way, way, way beyond anything
I’ve done before in 20 years of contesting. Best 10 min rate - 168
Best 30 min rate - 138 Best 60 min rate - 133 Best run - 280 Qs
in 2-1/4 hrs Not bad for an ancient op on a 33 ft x 120 ft city lot
73, Jim...VE7FO. Condx were up and down and generally poor.
Not our usual score...VE7GL. Can’t do much about propagation.
Fun anyway...VE7VR. Was great to see 15 open, 10 was a
wasteland...VE8NSD. This is my first time submitting a log in the
“Classic” category. I didn’t plan this, it was thrust upon me. At
2330 on day 1 of the contest, my amplifier broke down. The rotten conditions and these equipment problems together broke my
spirit...VE9CB. Hustler 6BTV and 500W...VE9HF. HF 2-el yagi
What fantastic conditions on 40-10m. 80 mediocre 160 poor...
VK2BJ. Actual TX Power: 100W...VK2BPL. Actual TX Power:
100W OLD, OLD TIMER OPERATING FROM RETIREMENT
VILLAGE WITH MAG LOOP ANTENNAS ON BALCONY...
VK2EL. Excellent band conditions at a low noise rural QTH, with
a great band openings for 15m and 10m Radio TS590S
Antennas A 2 element triband beam at 6m, a 4Square for 40m,
an 80m dipole, and for 160m an inverted L...VK2GR. Tcvr
Antennas Very enjoyable contest, alternately CQing and searching & pouncing in “antique” operating mode - i.e, without a spot-

ting list! I should have read the rules more closely, and dropped
the Tx output power to 100W so I could enter the Low Power
category 73, & Tnx for managing the contest!...VK2IG. Twenty
metres absolutely dead here-worst I have ever experienced. On
the other hand, 15m was very good. As always, great fun, even
with a multi-band vertical and just 100W...VK3FM. Very surprised EU was hearing my QRP 5W on 40m during the contest...VK3GK. Great low band conditions, especially 40 and 80.
I was very lucky my QRN was very low, as today, one day after
the contest, it is terrible. I look forward for the next 4 or 5 years,
when I expect the low bands to be even better. Thank all, for the
contacts...VK3IO. Another enjoyable weekend of radio contesting! Running low power on 40M from a noisy quarter acre urban
block in Melbourne city proved to be a good challenge. It was
difficult to break the pileups or hold a run frequency for any length
of time with low power. I ended up spending the majority of the
time search and pouncing. Conditions seemed OK but not brilliant. Fortunately there was minimal noise from lightning which
can often make copy on the low bands difficult at this time of
year. Radio - Flex-6300 80W Antenna - Inverted vee dipole with
the centre about 20m AGL over our 2 story house. I also have
a 16m tall vertical antenna with elevated radials but this was not
used as I found signals were generally stronger, along with less
man-made noise, on the dipole...VK3MI. Also Rookie, first
licensed Sept 2014...VK4FFAB. Great fun had working atnos
73s...VK4LAT. Used “SD” by EI5DI wkd FB...VK4TT. Tough
going. 66ft doublet at 24ft only...VK6HG. Good conditions for
the short time I could take part. Not a full contest station yet but
next year we will be ready...VK6RT. Good fun to be back operarting after moving QTH...VK7GN. Nil...VK8AV. Location: 67
26.146S, 69 27.730W Near Adelaide Island, Antarctica...
VP8DOI. Checklog...VP8NO. From the station of Ed, VP9GE...
VP9I. Band conditions are unimpressive. I used Kenwood
TS480HX, Hex Beam and G5RV...VU2CVS. FT - 2000D;
ANTENNA - HEXBEAM 15 & 10M; VERTICAL 40M; POWER 150W...VU2MUD. RIG- YAESU FT-450. POWER - 70W.
ANTENNA -INVERTED VEE...VU2NXM. ENJOYED ANOTHER
CONTEST...VU2UR. VY1JA did not operate but provided station assistance for the remote operation...VY1AAA. ALL S & P.
73, Bill...VY2LI. Got the call in some logs! GL to all. Even passive efforts are serious :-)...WP3R. I was celebrating second
anniversary of a program of xe2lvm in his city Salinas de Hidalgo,
SLP, and I had some time to participate this contest...XE1AY.
Challenging conditions maximized the effort and the fun!...XE2B.
FT-817ND 5W, Mobile Whip...YBØANN. The second day of contest 21 mhz poor propogation in my qth...YB1IM. Very hard work
on 80m band :(...YB3MM. FIRST JOINT ON CONTEST TU 4
ALL STATION HPE CUAGN SOON ES GREETING FROM
SURABAYA CITY...YD3PUN. 73!...YL2IP. Tnx & 73!...YL3FW.
tnx 73s...YM3KB. CNDX. IC-725, PASIV PRESELECTOR ,
DIPOL INVV 2X40, 7OMTR, MEMORY EL BUG. HM. KAY, 73
& GD. DX. ADY...YO2AQB. FT897 100W, ANT: FD4, DIPOLE,
INV. V, HEX-BEAM...YO2BLX. 73...YO3GNF. Thanks for all stations who copy me!...YO3JW. Nice contest. TNX. TCVR FT 950
(tnx to Andy YO3JR) + dipole (damn low :-) )...YO3LP. I
OBSERVED THE CONTEST RULES TCVR HOME MADE
100W DIPOLE ANT...YO4BEX. VY PLEASED TO BE PART OF
IT. CU AGN NEXT ALL THE BEST TO ALL OF U MNI 73S MARIAN...YO4FTE. A weekend with ups and downs for 40m.
Thanks for QSOs. 73...YO4NF. TX: Ramsey transmitter 400 milliwatts RX: KANWOOD TS-450SAT ANT: FD4...YO4SI. Good
contest. FT990 PA: 400W Ant: Inv.L And EWE wx: RAYN...
YO5AJR. FT-897D 100W...YO5AXF. Rig: Yaesu FT-920, 100W
Antenna: G7FEK type Marconi hidden between houses, 7m
high...YO5CRQ. KENWOOD TS-2000 100W...YO5CUQ.
THANKS TO ALL WORKED STATIONS! 73S Dan...YO5DAS.

FT1000MP, Spiderbeam, 40m 1/4 vertical, 80m dipole. Club
YO5KAD...YO5PQQ. CHECK LOG...YO6EX. TNX FOR NICE
CONTEST!...YO6FGZ. Great contest! :)...YO6HOY. FT817 +
fan dipole dualband...YO7LHE. 05.23.2014...YO7NSP. Good
condx to JA/UAØ, not so good to W/VA. Lazy loop and sloped
GP ants...YO8RIX. TS-480SAT 100W, Inverted L + K9AY
Antennas...YO8SAO. I strongly declare that I did not use any
assistance (DX-cluster, RBN, internet etc) during the contest.
This statement is needed because, after the contest, I discovered myself that an Android device (mobile phone) was having,
by default, a DX-cluster connection, but it was never connected
to the contest software itself and no information was used for
assistance. Alexandru Panoiu...YO9HP. FT-950 + PA 300W
DIPOLE...YP5A. 73...YTØI. Tks for all callers...YT1A. Very nice
contest!...YT2PFR. CHECKLOG...YT4A. 73...YT5L. Checklog...YT7DX. Very bad conditions at night. Only 300 US of
expected 1000 like it was in previous years. On Sunday was nice
open to JA. Missing zone 2 and 6 which I couldn’t hear on 4SQ
antenna. The amplifier is Trol - 1.3KW by YU1IG. Thanks everyone for QSOs and CU next year. 73 Milan...YT7KM. Rig GenesisRadio G59 - HomeMade QRP Kit YU1LM Pwr - 5W Ant
- 2-el rotary beam @30m abt 200m asl SW - GSDR + WinTest...YUØW. Checklog...YU1RM. Rig: Genesis G40 (homemade SDR kit, 5 W) antenna - 2 x 21m sloping doublet (ends @
35 and 3 meters) software - GSDR, N1MM...YU1WC. 73...
YU3VIP. CHECKLOG...YU9CF. Lack of propagation in 10m...Y
W4D. KENWOOD TS430 S, SPIDER BEAM & 3-el. 3 bands...
Z31TU. Made combination of home and QRP portable
operaing...Z35M. Pretty challenging conditions both days, but
who says 80m DXing is easy? It might be easier though, if some
of the stations with beams would ocasionally listen for “down
under.” Likewise, some of the QRQ types might benefit from listening for longer than a micro-second between their CQ’s. Do
they ever actually work anyone? Never mind - great fun and my
thanks to all those who worked me. CU all next year!...ZL2AGY.
Checklog...ZL2AIM. My first attempt at a cw contest. Only did a
few minutes...ZL2CC. CONDITIONS POOR, STORMY
WEATHER SUNDAY AND SUNDAY EVENING. VERY POOR
CONDITIONS MONDAY...ZL2JU. I enjoyed the contest...
ZL7/W1XGI. Very nice Contest, but had no propagation on 10
at all! 73!...ZS1OIN. Bands conditions in ZS2 Very Poor with
Heavy QSB...ZS2DL. Limited activity entry...ZS2EZ. Had a few
personal commitments during the two days of the contest so
decided on a single band entry using 40m only this year. Went
ok and quite satisfied with the results. Managed a few new ones
736 barefoot with 100W and a 40m long end fed Zepp antenna
at about 15 metres average height. Hope to back on all bands
for next year. Thanks to all the organisers!...ZS2NF. Checklog...
ZS4TX. ICOM IC7200, ANT. TH6DXX, DIPOLE 40 METERS...
ZW75FAB.

USA QRM
First time submitting a log...AA2HJ. Vertical worked better than
beam on 15m!...AA6EE. THIS CASUAL CONTESTER HAD
FUN AS USUAL - TNX & VY 73!...AB1DQ. THIS IS A COMPUTER-FREE STATION, JUST PEN, PENCIL AND MANUAL
TYPEWRITER...AB1UF. Checklog. Tnx to organizers!...
AB1VL. I just wasn’t into it this year...AB1XW. My first CQWW
contest was a great experience...AB1YD. 60-100W out, all wire
antennas at 28-39 Ft...AB5ZA. Scoring estimate 4 countries
(USA,Canada,Curacao,Dominica) COUNTRIES = 4, ZONES =
3, QSO = 44 SCORE= 528...AC2HJ. Sunspots where are
you?...AC2IK. 10m not in good shape. Low bands not too good
Saturday night, but seemed to be improved Sunday evening
before contest ended. Thaks all QSOs. Casual contester...
AC4G. Had a little time Friday evening before a Thanksgiving

trip...AC9S. Hardest 85 contacts I ever made in a contest...
ADØH. When the sun gives you lemons, listen to Beyonce’s
“Lemonade”...AD1C. Five-day log deadline, ill conceived solution to cheaters, inconveniences all...AD1L. CQWW CW 2016...
AD4ES. I operated QRP from Auguistine Beach, Delaware with
an IC-703...AE3J. FTDX5000D, AL-1200, Top loaded vertical,
2 beverages Worked the EME contest last weekend so did not
spend quite as much time operating in the middle of the night in
this contest. Conditions were much better to Europe on Saturday
night than Friday. I still had trouble putting calls together as many
were very weak. I appreciated the patience of those where copy
was difficult...AG4W. Check wikipedia for “little pistol ham station,” and you’ll find me...AI4IC. KØDQ @ K8PO. RIP
Paul...KØDQ. Jumped on for a few QSOs amongst many holiday celebrations. Incredible contest as always. Was really nice
to hear and work much more EU and JA vs WW SSB a month
ago. Also enjoyed the 80m action on Sunday morning before
local sunrise. Thanks for the great fun, see you next year and
73!...KØGEO. Rigs Force 12 stacks and N6BT modified yagis
Minnesota Wireless Assn...KØMD. Checklog...KØYCR.
Licensed 11-14-2014...K1DBM. SkookumLogger K3 2000A
2XA-3B-12L OB2-40 wires...K1GQ. High noise and really weak
signals made 80m conditions pretty difficult. Glass Half Full view
— great conditions for improving weak-signal copy
skills!...K1NYK. Rebuilt the interior of my shack. New SO2R
wood hutches, and very complex switching. So complex that it
really didn’t work. Though I had two radios and two amplifiers, I
never really did SO2R. Wait until next year!...K1VR. Band condx
improved a bit on Sunday...K2AL. Date of first license 07-Jul2015...K2MV. 89 COUNTRIES, 20Z, 199 Q WORKED WITH
WIRE VT AND SAL-30 RX ANT EUROPE HEARD 3 HOURS
BEFORE BEING HEARD SOMEWHAT POOR CONDITIONS...
K2RR. Attic antenna farm. RX verticals helped a lot...K2TER.
K3CCR is the club station at the Collington continuing-care retirement community at FM 18OW in MD, just east of DC. Only I
(N3UM was available for CQWW CW. In SS CW we made little
use of skimmer spots: Discovered late that Telnet setup had
changed from N1MM Classic. I sorted it out before CQWW CW
and went SOHP Assisted, using skimmer spots heavily when
run rate dropped. I tried to run on 40m at 00Z start. BIG mistake:
2 no-point W/K QSOs in 6 min. of CQs. OK, maybe a bad run
freq? Another run freq. got 9 Qs in 10 min., 5 W/K, 2 VE, & 2
EU! Much better results on 40 doing click & pounce on skimmer
spots: 121 Qs in 3.2 hr. Steady and slow at 38/hr, but nearly all
were 3-point EUs or NA mults. 160 and then 80 m. were slow
and weak: 8 Qs on 160 in 20 min, 35 Qs on 80 in 1.2 hr. QRT
to sleep 0535Z. Next morning from 1213-1320Z I ran EUs on
20m: 92 Qs at 82/hr, then 30 more in 30 min. Clicking spots.
Next a nice surprise: 15m was much better than VOACAP forecast. Got 103 Qs 14-16Z: Most 3 points, some NA mults. Even
ran EUs briefly (20 Qs). Meals, nap, shower, and mult hunt 160030Z. Saturday: Only 78 Qs but 50 mults on 20 and 15m. From
0040 to QRT at 0515Z, got only 70 Qs on 40m, and a pitiful 36
Qs total on 80 and 160m Sunday morning was slower than
Saturday: 90 total Qs on 20m, but 111 on 15 m. and 15 on 10m
till lunch. Sun PM slow, hunting mults: Found 8 zones and 23
countries, incl. ZL and JA. Rare mults: 3B9 Rodriguez Is., FO
Austral Is., ZD8 Ascension Is., KHØ Marianas, and DP1POL,
South Pole, one call on 20m. My goal was 1K Qs and 1M points,
but fell short due to poor low bands and having to use our backup C3 tribander, 60 ft. up instead of our primary Skyhawk 70 ft
higher. This cut EU run totals on 20m...K3CCR. Just a wire and
100W...K3NDM. Brutal condx, but fun even so...K3SW. Many
thanks to Jim, K4QPL for the use of his fine station. Part time
S&P effort K3s, P3, KPA500 N1MM+ Inverted Vs for 40, SteppIR
and TH7DXX for 20/15/10 73, Tad...K3TD. Very poor band con-

ditions on 80m made operating QRP a huge challenge...K3TW.
Friday night forced myself to shut down at 3 am. Great 20m run
on Sunday...K3WJV. See website diary at k3wwp.com for
details...K3WWP. Another deluxe weekend...K3YEO. Learning
to use new rig...K4EOR. I apologize for my having to go though
this conversion process...K4FDP. New countries on 80, excellent conditions on 20...K4KAY. No propagation over the
poles...K4RDU. I was going to go all band for this contest but
when I listened to 10, 15, and 20 at 2330z on Friday, I decided
to go single-band 40m. That was a good decision, 40m was awesome. I easily heard more than 100 DXCCs — of course, at this
retirement QTH with low power and a stealth wire vertical, I can
no longer say “if I can hear ’em, I can work ’em.” But I did have
quite a few good ones. Best DX — JT5DX first call. I heard a lot
of DXCCs I couldn’t work because they were using S&P instead
of running. I can’t blame them, because I used to do the same
thing when I was A92ZE because of the grotesque pileups that
a CQ would generate...K4SXT. Here for the fun!...K4VD.
Rookie...K5EDI. Checklog...K5FNQ. House full of family, an
hour here and an hour there...K5HP. K5LXP/M US287 & I-40 in
TX & NM...K5LXP. First contest with new antennas. Shakedown
cruise!...K5TU. Mostly worked 80 for 5BDXCC additions...
K5WL. It was like an SWL competition. All I could do was listen
to Europeans work each other...K5ZD. First CQWW CW contest submittal...K6BY. Didn’t get to work too many hours of the
contest but had a lot of fun with my old station (Heathkit DX-60
and Drake 2-B). A very big thank you to all the stations that did
copy my 40W signal to an inverted v. Hope to do better next
time...K6CTW. This was mostly a “click-n-pounce” contest and
I managed to get an all-time new one for DXCC, much thanks
to XX9TXN in with a great signal a well-managed pile-up, and a
terrific operator. Decent conditions with the A index being 10,
K=3, and SFI=83, but noisy and no shortage of deep QSB. I ran
300W into a Cushcraft A3S tribander up 13 meters and my HF9V
with 83 radials. N1MM ran beautifully throughout (tnx N1MM!).
I regret I didn’t have my 160m antenna back up for this contest
as I could hear a number of stations with my HF9V even some
DX. Thanks to everyone for the QSOs! 73! PS - I am taking suggestions for a good antenna for 80m that would fit in a 0.2 acre
suburban lot. PPS - also taking suggestions for good receive
antennas for the low bands...K6JEB. CHECKLOG...K6RF. ALL
MY CONTACTS WERE S&P. BAND CONDITIONS SEEMED
POOR THIS YEAR. ONE OF THE THRILLS OF THE CONTEST
FOR ME IS FIRST HEARING EU STATIONS COMING IN ON
20M AT MY SUNRISE WITH FLUTTER ON THEIR SIGNALS.
THIS YEAR THERE WERE NO EARLY STRONG EU STATIONS HEARD. I USUALLY WORK MANY EU STATIONS
BETWEEN SUNRISE AND NOON BUT THIS YEAR ONLY A
FEW STRONG ONES GOT THRU TO ME. I DID NOT HEAR
THE USUAL STRONG TM, DM, IT, HG, ETC STATIONS THIS
YEAR. ALSO THE SAME FOR AS AND OC DURING MY
AFTERNOON. JUST DID NOT HEAR MANY COMING THRU.
MANY STA THAT I DID HEAR COULD NOT HEAR ME
ANSWER THEM. AND ALMOST NO ACTIVITY HEARD ON
10M. I REMEMBER MANY YEARS AGO 10M WOULD BE
PACKED WITH SIGNALS. THIS YEAR ONLY A FEW SA STATIONS WERE HEARD. OH WELL, THERE IS ALWAYS NEXT
YEAR AS THE CUBS PROVED. 73 CUL NEXT YEAR...K7ACZ.
First CW contest—thank you to the CW Academy,especially Will,
WJ9B...K7AJM. Worst 80m band conditions I have ever seen.
Couldn’t hear much of anything except the Carribean...K7DD.
CHECKLOG...K7HV. Another fun weekend using the remote
station!...K7JR. Just looking for band countries on 80 and 160.
Poor conditions...K7PI. My first CQWW in almost 40 years after
returning to MT to “retire.” A superb way to test out the new station and antennas. Boy do I have lots of work to do...K7QA.

Conditions on average were just OK. It seemed we just missed
the Solar Storms that have been abundant as of late. I am fairly pleased with the performance of the station. It seemed all the
antennas played fairly well as I felt LOUD regardless of band.
The 3-el 20m Monobander at 43’ remains the most competitive
of the bunch. Used an elderly IC-746 driving a AL-80B to 700W.
Mostly Hunt and Pounce with a couple of runs on 40 & 80m into
Asia at my sunrise. Many thanks to all who activated rare DX
over the weekend! You made it fun. Only EU contacts in the log
were a pair of OH8’s on 20 late Sunday afternoon. Only Qs on
10m were a pair of KH6’s also on Sunday. Kept my butt in the
chair Friday till 2 AM, then intermittently the rest of the event as
I didn’t have the energy for a full bore effort. See you all next
weekend for the ARRL 160m Contest. Hopefully I will have up
a pair of new Beverages by then...K7XC. Had fun! Plenty of DX
to work (except EU)...K7ZD. Conditions were tough! Using only
verticals on all the bands was comparable to wearing white socks
and brown shoes to a formal dinner. It did not fit the intense competition of the CQWW. Next year better!...K8GL. Checklog...
K8ND. Need more, bigger antennas!...K8ROX. Worst score in
over 10 years of submitting, lived with s7 noise on 40...K9CJ.
Antenna is rain gutter and downspouts...K9GDF. Tough conditions when K is 4 or 3.YIKES!...K9GY. Good conditions on 10m.
Was limited to 3 hrs...K9HXO. Friday night and Saturday bands
were poor. Sunday things improved but all in all a disappointing
weekend...K9IJ. Most of my couple hours on 80 and 40. Enjoy
lower bands in winter months...K9JWV. Low SSN, but at least
Kp was high!...K9MA. Very limited effort...K9NR. I really hope
condx are on the rise...K9PG. I had planned on doing 80m Single
Op Low Power, however Mr. Murphy made a visit. With very high
VSWR reading on 80 (only 2 Qs) and resulting very low power
of 25W, I changed my mind and decided to do SO 40 LP. The
rest of the Murphy Family showed up. Again very high VSWR
readings and low power! Luckily I have another 40m antenna,
so used that one, but it is not as good as the original 40m. I
almost quit several times as disappointment and frustration continued. But I pushed on with very challenging band conditions
and my less than stellar enthusiasm now for this contest (which
is one I look forward to every year!), I did the best I could. A
“HEX” on Murphy and his ilk! Hoping for a better time next year.
By the way, I still have yet to solve my issues with both 40 and
80. Everything was FB prior to the contest. Thanks for the Qs
and having to struggle to copy my less than normal signals on
40. 73, Vic...K9UIY. Had fun, but family duties limited time at the
station...KAØREN. Always fun chasing DX and zones! Thanks
for an awesome weekend, 73...KA3DRR. Thank you to everyone who participated!...KA3MTT. Very weird conditions but
CQWW CW is always a great time!...KC1XX. 7.75 HRS. VIRTUALLY ALL S&P...KC4D. There was plenty of good DX to work
this weekend...KC4G. Thanks to all of the great operators worldwide!...KC4TEO. 2017 is not our year, Mets fans...KD2IWM
Good contest, 20 & 40m were hot...KD3RF. Interesting propagation. China could not hear NA...KD6WKY. First time entering
the event...KD8DEU. Licensed 4/11/2015...KEØEBK. CHECKLOG. I gave wrong Zone to first few stations. 7 instead of
4...KEØTT. Rig: K3/P3, Expert 1.3K-FA score from last year
(almost doubled it! due to more BIC time), and work on 80m
DXCC (results TBD - hopefully a few new ones in there)...KE4S.
Sad to see conditions going down so fast. Long years before
prop returns...KF2O. Intended to only dabble for the first hour.
But 15m was too interesting. Used SD for logging...KF7E. Why
do family events have to be scheduled over CQWW weekend?
Just some remote control DXing from the hotel room...KG4V.
licensed in 2015...KG5HVO. I think LP is the new QRP!...KG9Z.
Thanks for the fun time! 73, Steve...KI4EZL. 100W and a wire
antenna up in a tree. Part time!...KI6OY. Propagation very poor

and I operate from an apartment...KJ1J. Just foolin around,
Friday night condx were so bad I went to bed early...KJ9C. First
time operating CQWW. Just 3W with a wire in a tree.
Great!...KK9JEF. FT817 not ND at 4W into End Fed Zep up 10
feet...KL7R/W6. Just dipping my toe in the water of CW contesting—pretty intimidating!...KM7N. FIRST LICENSED
05/28/2014...KN1FE. 15m QRP 5W to end-fed wire...KN1H.
Thought I would see what I could do with 10m...KN4Y. “Classic”
is a stressful category to operate. 1 radio, 24 hours and NO assistance in any form. You are always wondering “Am I on the right
band and doing the right thing, THIS MINUTE? Therein lies the
challenge, especially with tricky propagation. I was ill during the
contest and lost a radio. But I had working antennas for all bands!
CQWW: Lots of mults and always an experience! Thanks for the
Qs and mults! 73 Bob...KQ2M. As usual 20 was the best band
here. 10 was totally dead and the others were real flat but found
enough activity to keep the multipliers coming but the usual
places for QSOS EU and JA had weak to nil sigs from the not
so big gun stns. Interesting what can be worked with low SFI,
though...KS7T. Thanks to the organizers...KT8K. Better condx
than SSB!...KU2M. FT-897 / Vertical Dipole for 20m / N1MM+ /
MRP40 73...KV4QS. 18’ end-fed up 12’...KW3F. CDX on 80 not
good - 40 much better. Got sick and cut CT short...KX4TT. Just
trying to work a few new ones on 80m (which I did!) Thanks for
the fun!...KX7L. CHARACTER-BUILDING CONDITIONS - A
GOOD CONTEST TO TURN INTO A DXER!...NØAX. Society
of Midwest Contesters...NØFCD. Why do family events have to
be scheduled over CQWW weekend? Some remote-control
DXing from the hotel room...N1EN. 12TH CQ WORLD WIDE DX
CW CONTEST...N1NN. Torture...N2BJ. NOT COMPETING
GREAT CONTEST WAS A LOT OF FUN...N2BZD. LOOKING
FORWARD TO NEW ANTENNAS...N2MA. Interesting conditions...N2SR. Fun operating remote (1st time) from FL...N2WK.
Part-time effort. Had fun running on 80/40/20/15 at various times.
Goal was to improve logging accuracy and cut down on dyslexic errors. 100% loss of vision in my right eye seems to have
helped that! Hope to travel again next year. Family at home is
good, too. Antenna arrays / stacks played rather well some work
needed on 80SE. Log is unchanged / raw except I “zeroed out”
3 QSOs with alt-n notes...N3IQ. Rough condx until Sunday afternoon. JAs came in loud...N3OUC. Many Stn problems to keep
me hoppin this yr. Still great fun!...N3RS. Tough going with a
short vertical!...N3RW. Was fun! Jose...N4BAA. Always a learning to do better. I had fun and that is most important...N4CU.
Chores kept getting in the way. Always a fun contest...N4HAI.
Enjoyed a brief effort. Always great fun!...N4NTO. Felt like a SWL
at times - heard way more than I could work...N4TZ. EU Qs down
85%, JA Qs up 115% on SOSB 20m in WWA...N5CR. Part time.
Sunday was great!...N5KF. Terrible conditions band noise especially low bands here...N6AR. Much different operating from NW
Arizona. Always wanted to make a rotatable 2x2 vertical array
that we developed with Team Vertical. Seemed to work well over
desert and no ocean! Now to see about one for 40?...N6BT.
QRP, 5W to a 20’ piece of wire thrown into a tree out of my window. Operating time was limited, and conditions were not great,
but I still had fun, although it was a bit tough at times to keep the
enthusiasm up with current band conditions. Thanks to all for
the QSOs. GO ARIZONA OUTLAWS! 73, John...N6HI. Europe
from west coast was poor...N6IC. OPERATING FROM TENNESSEE PAY ATTENTION TO WHERE I OPERATED FROM!
DON’T INCLUDE ME WITH W6’s...N6MA. 100W and a wire
Unusually quiet bands!...N6PUC. I should have gone to 40 at
the end. It was full of Europeans well before sunset! Amazed
that 10m was so weak! Amazed that 40m was the most productive band...N6RV. Great time had from Radio Oakley...
N6WM. This was a “Multi-Single Classic” operation, a category

that does not exist but should. Two operators took turns at the
controls of the station which was set up for SO2R operation.
There was no separate multiplier station. There was never a
moment when both operators were listening to different frequencies. But to increase the fun of operating, we did take advantage of the SO2R configuration and make contacts on different
bands, ignoring the 10-minute rule that handicaps True M/S
entries in a misguided attempt to prevent The Dreaded Octopus.
We had no octopus. It would probably qualify as a Multi-Two
entry if we labeled all Qs on 160, 40, and 15 as Run 1 and all
Qs on 80, 20, and 10 as Run 2. But our logging program will not
generate Run1=0 and Run2=1 fields unless we actually have
two networked computers, which we did not have. We had one
computer, one operator in the chair at any time, and, in the spirit of the more sensible M/S rule of the California QSO Party, each
operator stayed in the chair as the sole operator of the station
for at least 10 minutes before the other operator would sit down.
In fact, most operating sessions were hours long while the other
operator got some rest or attended to Life Outside of Radio. So
we thoroughly enjoyed operating Single-Op-At-A-Time-Two
Radio, a category that you will probably consider to be MultiMulti. Have it your way...N6XI. Had software issues between
Flex6k & N1MM+ coupled with OP error...N6XT. Very poor conditions! No JA on 160, no EU on 40, no eastern EU on 20! 4QSO
on 10m. What a difference a year makes on solar cycle decline...
N7EPD. Propagation gods were not smiling down...N7RCS.
9 1/2 hours of testing my small, new low power setup. Had a lot
of fun and was positively surprised by the performance of my
SteppIR vertical on 40m...N7RH. E-MAIL SORRY, MY COMPUTER LOGGING PROGRAM WAS HAVING PROBLEMS. I
HOPE THIS CONVERSION WORKS FROM A REGULAR LOGGING PROGRAM...N7VPN. Short breaks with BIC 14h 21m
contest time 18h Quit early due to approaching lightning ZM4T
was long path on 15m, HSØZAR and 9M8K short path on
40m...N7WY. Fun on 40m Sun. The JA runs at night took some
of the pain away...N7ZG. 5 HOURS. WITH MY ARM IN A SLING
DUE TO SURGERY. YES, MY KEYING ARM!...N8DE. Tough
except for 20m, disturbed condx until Sunday AM, low SFI...N8II.
I am very thankful for my 50Hz CW filter!...N8LR. Still the best
contest and a great way to fill DX Marathon slots...N8MZ.
Licensed 7/25/2014...N9KIT. Checklog...N9RC. Not a good
weekend to be north...N9RV. Daytime hours both dyas filled with
holiday activities so decided to do just SB 80m. Conditions were
terrible for my low power, low antenna handicapped station. The
best conditions appeared to be sunset time frame two hours
before the end of the contest! More than doubled my score in
the last hour and a half of the contest! Thank goodness for all
the VE stations! Station conditions, K3S/P3 100W, 40/80 short
dipole at 35’, N1MM+ logger...N9TF. Rig: Flex 6500 and SPE
Expert 1.3K-FA Antennas: Cushcraft X9/X940 and OCFD
FUN!... NC6B. 15m was the main band for my indoor dipoles
this year!...NC6Q. I didn’t hear one EU station...NC6V. A very
part-time effort — the propagation didn’t motivate any more
time... NDØC. Conditions on 80 & 160m — I could hear them,
they could not hear me!...NIØG. Operated a few hours during
evenings S&P. Was fun though...NJØF. Could only work part of
the contest. Band conditions seemed pretty good...NM1Y. Just
playing around; I wish CQWW CW wasn’t usually on the
Thankgiving weekend...NN4X. Very part time operation. Friday
night I worked a few Zone 3. Before sunrise I could copy a few
Alaska, Hawaii, and Japan but not get their attention while QRP.
Second night I heard plenty of stations I couldn’t work. Finally
got an Alaska. Second sunrise had few stations, none who could
hear me. NN7SS (op K6UFO) 160m Kenwood TS-590s at 5W
Writelog and microham micro2r keyer Panadapter by SDR-IQ
receiver and Spectravue software...NN7SS. Thanks to all who

help make this great contest possible. Pete...NO2D. My first contest from the Pacific North West. Last contact: KH6L (2,600+
miles) - KX2 @10W into an MFJ-1820T w/ 13’ radial sitting in
my living rooming Equipment: KX3, PX3, KXPA-100, last hour
KX2 @10W Antenna: End-Fed vertical on an 31’ fiberglass pole
on my deck...NT4H. Family-first, holiday style operating, my personal best CQWW CW...NZ3O. Checklog...WØTK. This program gave me 0 credit for to1a? wish we had a better opening
to europe 73 john...WØYJT. One antenna for all bands: Wire,
70-ft long and 30-ft high...W1HIS. Always an enjoyable time on
the radio. Thanks for the contacts...W1QK. Didn’t start until
Saturday morning. Was late going to 40m. All S&P...W1YM.
Inverted Vees for all bands. 80/160, 40/15, 20, 10 Yankee Clipper
Contest Club...W1ZZ. I Miss my tower! Had only short amount
of time for this contest. It was difficult making Qs with only a low
wire. Still had fun...W2GB. IC-7000 barefoot Hex Beam for 20
and up R7 vertical for 40m. 40m dipole used on 80m and I thank
the N1MM+ crew for a marvelous contesting tool! (never touched
a telegraph key in the whole contest) :)...W2JC. Conditions dead
too quick...W2TZ. CHECK LOG...W3UL. Less than Classic:
Single operator, one radio, no packet, hidden antennas from our
Florida winter QTH. Still it’s always good to pass out some QSOs
to the deserving...W3USA. First try at a contest after 48 years
off the air. Submitting small log to make sure those contacted
get credit...W3WTD. Only took part part time as I was on holiday Good to hear some favourite calls in the test A lot different
from being at home in the UK Nice to be able to use SD for logging...W4/G3LIK. ICOM 7300...W4GHV. Thank you! 73 John...
W4HVH. Checklog...W4JDS. Thanks for the Qs. Vic...W4VIC.
Rig: K3 and ACOM1000. Antenna: 6BTV- 64 radials. Conditions
not very good, heard many worked few...W6NS. I can’t think of
a better end to a Thanksgiving weekend than this contest!...
W6QU. Conditions very poor, quit after 2 hours...W6SR. RX:
sx71/bc453 with a beverage down the hill tx ARC5 VFO DX20
driver three 810s in parallel 500W antenna off ground (8’) qauarter wave vertical 5 radials...W7DRA. First CW contest. Much fun
and will be back again...W7IWW. Didn’t operate much. Rough
conditions here not many heard first 1.5 days. 40m finally opened
up to EU around sunset locally so got some EUs finally.
Otherwise, mostly Caribbean stations...W8JPF. All Search and

Pounce...W8KNO. Checklog...W8NNX. Marginal conditions.
Struggled...W8WA. Even though conditions were marginal at
best this was still a blast and the amount of activity was super.
I can’t imagine not operating this event...W9RE. GREAT WAY
TO SPEND A HALF-DOZEN HOURS. MNY TNXS OMs...
W9YA. Good to work the world even if propagation doesn’t cooperate...W9YK. Lots of FUN! 73...WA1NBS. Drake c line, dx-88,
kt-34, (brg 270 deg) vibroplex bug. worked wac. 111
QSOs...WA2ALY. My first big CW contest. It was a
blast!...WA2FZB. First time submitting a log. Never had anyone
ask for me to submit a log...WA3GM. Checklog...WA4EMU. Lots
of fun...WA4HXC. 10m dropped out early and my participation
was low. Maybe next year!...WA5ZKO. Pretty cool working 3
VE9’s in 10 minutes. Not many openings to Europe...WA6KHK.
Operated remote from Tokyo, Japan...WA6URY. A challenge to
find hole in pileups to place a 5W signal at 30 wpm and get heard.
Fun!...WB2PEF. Part-time sneak in contesting over the T-Day
Holiday...WB4OMM. Flex6300, Hamsticks, CW-Skimmer...
WB7QMR. Band Condx not so great this year...WB8AKW.
Operation during family Thanksgiving holiday on Galveston
Island (EL29me). Granddaughters first contesting experience.
They learned geographic locations as contacts were made and
helped with logging...WB8FVB. Elecraft KX3 and dipole...
WD5DAX. Could only operate for a few hours but the small indoor
48” telescopic whip antenna and 3W did ok...WD6DX.
Conditions not so good here, but always a (mostly) fun time! Last
year I said JA3YBK was our only JA on 10m. This year, JA3YBK
was my only JA on 15m. Yeah, conditions not so good. About
95% S&P. Thanks for the QSOs! http://www.we9v.com...WE9V.
Thank you Canada! Without you, I wouldn’t have made it to 100
points...WFØT. TS 590SG, Acom 2000A, dipole at 55 ft. Brand
new legal limit amp: Couldn’t run more than a kw without crashing the computer...WF3T. IC-7410 and a dipole...WH6YH.
Checklog...WM9F. There were too many alligators—all mouth
and no ears!...WN8P. Poorer conditions than last year. About
four hours of operation...WO9S. This is a WQ6X remote operation OF the NX6T station from a hotel in the SF bay area. You
can read more about this event at the WQ6X Contest BLOG:
http://wq6x.blogspot.com/2016/11/wq6x-dabbles-in-cq-ww-cwcontest.html...WQ6X. Too much football competition!...WR2G.

